One Hundred Twenty-Fifth
Commencement
May Sixteenth
Nineteen Hundred Eighty-Six
Eight-Thirty Friday Morning
A Brief History of Washington University

Founded in 1853, the University was located in downtown St. Louis for its first fifty years. Ground for a new site on the edge of the city was purchased in 1894 and in 1900 construction was begun on the first five buildings of a plan based upon the medieval courtyards of Oxford and Cambridge Colleges.

These first ivy covered Gothic buildings with their red granite walls, arches and gargoyles formed the quadrangle. Upon completion, these original buildings were leased to the 1904 World's Fair. The lease money made it possible to begin construction of additional buildings and all were used for the Fair before the University moved in. The athletic stadium, Francis Field, was built to accommodate the 1904 Olympic games, presented in conjunction with the Fair.

Over the years, the original "Academic Gothic" architecture has been succeeded by a variety of eclectic styles, but certain key principles of the original plan were retained. Plazas and courtyards still reflect the original theme.

A Note on the Commencement Ceremony

Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern of degree granting developed at the University of Paris, which was founded about 1100.

In the early days of the University of Paris the discipline of the students, and indeed their entire education fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who was responsible for local educational matters. In an attempt to perform his office, the Bishop claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers who felt they were the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to grant the degree.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise between the Bishop and the teaching masters. By 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop who conferred the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor to this medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present the qualified candidates to the Chancellor, acting as executive officer of the Board. Today the Chancellor and the Board act, as did the medieval Bishop when, acting together, they grant accreditation upon the student's completion of the Faculty's requirements.
A Note on Academic Dress

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates indicates the degree held, the subject in which it is held, and the institution granting it. Gowns are of three kinds: the Bachelor's with full, pointed sleeves, hanging open; the Master's with flowing sleeves which hang below the opening at the wrist; the Doctor's with very full sleeves gathered at the wrist. The gowns are black, although occasionally trimmed with colored velvet. The hoods, on the other hand, are of many colors. The color of the lining of the hood indicates the institution granting the degree: e.g., the hood of Washington University is lined with red and green. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the division of the university.

| White—Arts, Letters, Humanities | Silver Beige—Business |
| Dark Blue—Philosophy | Brown—Fine Arts |
| Golden Yellow—Science | Citron—Social Work |
| Orange—Engineering | Purple—Law |
| Grey—Technology | Lilac—Dentistry |
| Blue Violet—Architecture | Green—Medicine |

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.

Banners

In addition to the coloring present in the academic dress, the division is also represented on the University's Commencement banners. These banners are carried by a student marshal at the head of the procession for their division. You will note that the side sections of the banners are red and green, the University's colors, and that the center section, which bears the seal of the University, is the color of the academic division.
Order of Exercises

Academic Procession

THE MIGHTY MISSISSIPPI CONCERT BAND
Directed By
Dan Presgrave
Director of Bands at
Washington University

The National Anthem

HOWARD ARLAN SHALOWITZ
School of Law

Remarks

W.L. HADLEY GRIFFIN
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Commencement Address

THE HONORABLE PAUL SIMON
United States Senator from Illinois

Conferral of Honorary Degrees

WILLIAM H. DANFORTH
Chancellor of the University
Assisted by members of the Board of Trustees

Musical Interlude

DIANE LAVERNE WHITE
College of Arts and Sciences

Student Address

LESLEI ANN PETERS
College of Arts and Sciences

Conferral of Academic Degrees

CHANCELLOR DANFORTH
Assisted by the Provost, RALPH E. MORROW

The Chancellor's message to the 1986 graduates

Alma Mater

HOWARD ARLAN SHALOWITZ

Recession

The audience will please remain seated while the academic procession enters the Quadrangle. At the conclusion of the ceremony, the audience will remain seated until the recession has left the Quadrangle.
Order of Procession and Presentation

GRAND MARSHAL ................................................. Richard Warren Coles
HONORARY GRAND MARSHAL ................................. Florence Emma Moog

FACULTY DIVISIONS
I Chancellor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Chairman of the Senate Council, Speakers, Honorary Degree Recipients, Members of the University Administration
ASSOCIATE GRAND MARSHAL ............................... Joe Freeman Evans
II Members of the Board of Trustees
MARSHAL .......................................................... Harriet K. Switzer
III Fiftieth Reunion Class
MARSHALS ..................................................... Julie Ann Kohn, Richard W. Horner, Milton Mill
IV Dean and Members of the Faculty
MARSHAL .......................................................... Ralph E. Morrow

STUDENT MARSHALS
Divisional banners are being carried by the student marshals of each division who wear red and green tassels. Red and green denotes the colors of Washington University. The seal on the banners is the official seal of the University and the color denotes the degree. The academic color of each degree is identified below in italics.

I Bachelor of Arts
MARSHALS ............ Chander Nanjundasamy, Daniel Eric Schwartz, Diane LaVerne White

White

II Master of Arts
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Fine Arts in Writing
Master of Liberal Arts
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Music
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Advanced Graduate Certificate in Education
MARSHALS ............ Diane Marie Smoot, Yi Giang Sun, Leslie Flum Uljee

White

III Doctor of Education
Doctor of Philosophy
MARSHALS ............ Angel Rodolfo Baigorri, David K Henderson, Teri Lynn Vossler

Dark Blue

IV Certificates
Red and Green
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science in Speech and Hearing
MARSHALS ......... Tracy Howell Collins, Linda L Osborne
Master of Health Science/Physical Therapy
MARSHAL .......... Linda Rose Van Dillen

Golden Yellow
V Bachelor of Science
MARSHALS .... Michael Center, John Edward Schiermeier
Master of Science
MARSHAL .... Keith Andrew Salzman
Doctor of Science
MARSHAL .... David Harold Adolph
Orange

VI Certificates
Red and Green
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Technology
MARSHALS .... Robin D Orr, Christine Ann Prager
Master of Data Processing
MARSHAL .... David Allen Imler
Grey

VII Bachelor of Technology
MARSHAL .... Thomas DuBois
Master of Architecture
Master of Architecture and Urban Design
MARSHALS .... Marianne Rhoda Lau, Rudolf Joachim Schwarz
Blue-Violet

VIII Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
MARSHAL .... Bradley Donald Schiel
Master of Business Administration
Master of Science in Business Administration
MARSHALS .... Joseph Philip Cagney,
Thomas Rodgers Sonderegger
Silver-Beige

IX Bachelor of Fine Arts
MARSHALS .... Nicholas Miles Kahn, Ann Akimi Lofquist
Master of Fine Arts
MARSHAL .... Linda LaRocque Eyerman
Brown

X Master of Social Work
MARSHALS .... Michele Leigh Dugan-Day,
Michele Zabo Greengard,
William Wing-Hong Wong
Citron

XI Doctor of Law
Master of Laws
Doctor of the Science of Law
MARSHALS .... Roger Michael Herman, JoAnne Levy,
Sherry Ann Rozell
Purple

XII Doctor of Dental Medicine
Master of Science in Restorative Dentistry
MARSHALS .... Stephen Elliott Ludwig, Judith Anne Ross,
Nicholas Charles Salvati
Lilac

XIII Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
MARSHAL .... Lisa Ann Jost
Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
Master of Health Administration
MARSHAL .... Tana Rae Wolfe-Mason
Doctor of Medicine
MARSHAL .... Charalabos Chrysikopoulos
Green

The asterisk beside a student's name indicates combined degree recipient.
The recession will follow the same order as the procession.
Emeritus Appointments

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Their ability and service, in the classroom and out, has enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank by the end of the academic year 1985-1986.

E JAMES ANTHONY
Professor of Psychiatry (Child Psychiatry)
At Washington University since 1957

JOHN W BENNETT
Professor of Anthropology
At Washington University since 1959

EDWARD E BOCCIA
Professor of Art
At Washington University since 1951

DAVID H BROWN
Professor of Biological Chemistry
At Washington University since 1950

SOL L GARFIELD
Professor of Psychology
At Washington University since 1963

GERTRUDE L KENNELKEN
Associate Professor of Physical Education
At Washington University since 1951

RALPH E MORROW
Professor of History
At Washington University since 1955

EVELYN P PERLSTEIN
Assistant Professor of Social Work
At Washington University since 1954

J GEORGE ROBINSON
Professor of Marketing
At Washington University since 1954

STANLEY D S TASKER
Professor of Art
At Washington University since 1955
HONORARY DEGREES

PAUL BERG
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

1980 was a banner year for Paul Berg. In addition to winning the Nobel Prize in Chemistry, he received the Annual Award of the Gairdner Foundation, the Albert Lasker Medical Research Award and the New York Academy of Sciences Award. The former WU microbiologist was recognized for his contributions to the medical sciences, especially for his fundamental studies of the biochemistry of nucleic acids, particularly recombinant DNA. Dr. Berg first came to WU in 1952 as a postdoctoral research fellow under Dr. Arthur Kornberg in the School of Medicine. In 1954, he was named a Scholar in Cancer Research and, the following year, attained the rank of Associate Professor of Microbiology. He moved to Stanford University School of Medicine in 1959 and, after a promotion to professor, became Chairman of the Department of Biochemistry from 1969 to 1974. He was named the Willson Professor of Biochemistry in 1970 and was Non-Resident of the Salk Institute from 1973 to 1983. Work on the genetic apparatus that directs the synthesis of proteins earned Dr. Berg the Eli Lilly Award in Biochemistry in 1959 and the California Scientist of the Year Award in 1963. In 1972, he was designated both the Harvey Lecturer and the V. D. Mattia Lecturer. In 1966, he was elected to membership in the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and the National Academy of Sciences and, more recently, to its Institute of Medicine; subsequently, he elected to serve on the Academy’s Council. He also is a member of the American Society of Bacteriologists and served as president of the American Society of Biological Chemists. Dr. Berg was elected as a foreign member of the Japanese Biochemical Society in 1978 and the French Academy in 1981. He received the American Association for the Advancement of Scientific Freedom and Responsibility Award in early 1982 and was elected to the American Philosophical Society in 1983. Dr. Berg earned his bachelor’s degree in 1948 from Pennsylvania State University and his doctorate in 1952 from Western Reserve University.

HELEN MANLEY
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

When the University City School District hired Helen Manley in 1920 as a physical education instructor, public schools did not offer sex education. The sex education curriculum she developed, one of the first in the nation, led to her appointment in 1946 as Senior Specialist in Health and Physical Education for the United States Office of Education. Miss Manley’s list of accomplishments continues: She organized and led the first Girl Scout Troop in Missouri in 1917. She was appointed by the United States War Department in 1948 as a consultant to Japan in health education. She was a U.S. representative to the first International Congress of Essentials in Physical Education for Youth in 1954 in Connecticut. She received awards from the American National Red Cross for service in both World War I and World War II. And she participated in the first World Seminar in Health, Physical Education and Recreation in 1952 in Helsinki, Finland. A native St. Louisan, Miss Manley was educated in the St. Louis Public Schools, earned her bachelor’s degree in liberal arts in 1915 from Wellesley College and her master of arts degree in 1932 from Teachers College, Columbia University. Retiring from a 45-year teaching career in 1960 (by this time she was Director of Health, Physical Education and Safety in the University City schools), she became Executive Director of the Social Health Association of Greater St. Louis. She has written 11 publications, including Sex Education in the Home, A Curriculum Guide in Sex Education, and Here You Are: Sex Education for Young Adults. With Dr. A Gwendolyn Drew, WU professor emerita, Miss Manley co-directed five “Traveling Seminars in Health and Physical Education” from 1952 to 1962, initiating the concept of international travel for graduate credit at WU. Tours included Europe, South and Central America, Africa and two trips around the world. Miss Manley also taught summer sessions at 15 universities, including WU. In 1970, she was honored by her peers in the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, with the R. Tait McKenzie Award for “outstanding contributions to the welfare of man through service to the profession and far ranging interpretation of its goals.”
RALPH ERNEST MORROW
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

As Provost Ralph E. Morrow retires from his 31-year career at WU, his colleagues praise him for his loyalty to the University, sound judgment, honesty, integrity and tenacity. As an administrator, he has withstood some extremely difficult times with the best of WU in mind. Dr. Morrow started his career at WU in 1955 as an Assistant Professor of History. A specialist in the Methodist Church of the 19th century, he published a path-breaking book in 1956 titled *Northern Methodism and Reconstruction* (Michigan State University Press). He was elevated to associate professor in 1957 and professor in 1963. Dr. Morrow was Chairman of the Department of History for seven years during the 1960s. During that period, he recruited some of the most distinguished historians in the nation. As Dean of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences from 1967 to 1979, he organized, strengthened and developed the school to its present significance within the University. As Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences from 1979 to 1984, he provided a model of responsibility and distinguished leadership. In his current position as Provost, he has continued to exhibit the integrity, leadership and love of the University that have characterized his entire career. He is a past chairman of the American Historical Association Committee on College and University Teaching, and the Graduate Council of The Higher Education Coordinating Council of Greater St. Louis. A Phi Beta Kappa, he also has been a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Fellow, an American Philosophical Society Summer Fellow, and has received the Baruch Award in Southern History. His bachelor’s degree is from Manchester College and his master’s and doctoral degrees are from Indiana University. Chancellor William H. Danforth wrote in a recent letter to the faculty and staff: “It is hard to believe that Ralph Morrow will be retiring after 31 years at WU. No one has given more to this institution. He has been an example for me.”

KLAUS OTTO AUGUST PIPER
DOCTOR OF LETTERS

Klaus Piper joined his father’s firm, the Reinhard Piper Publishing Co., in 1932 at the age of 21. For the next 16 years, father and son withstood the pressures of the Nazi party. During the 1930s, the Pipers maintained contact with the Hitler resistance movement and published expressionist artists like Ernest Barlach, who had been attacked by the Nazis. In 1937, young Piper was promoted to managing director and in January 1946 became president. Because of their anti-Nazi leanings, the Piper Publishing Co. was one of the first publishers in Germany to gain permission in 1946 to publish under the American Occupation Government. Soon some of the most prominent anti-fascist philosophers, psychologists, scholars and authors chose Klaus Piper as their publisher. The list of German authors includes: philosopher Karl Jaspers; Hannah Arendt, a student of Jaspers; Alexander Mitscherlich, founder of the Sigmund Freud Institute in Frankfurt; painter Max Beckmann; theologians Rudolf Bultmann and Hans Küng; sociologist Ralph Dahrendorf, head of the London School of Economics; writer Richard Friedenthal, author of the definitive biography of Goethe; writer Ingeborg Bachmann; and 15 Nobel Prize winners in science. Non-German authors include: Aldous Huxley, Jacques Monod, Yehudi Menuhin, Karl R. Popper and Raymond Aron. Mr. Piper is a member of the PEN Center (the international writers’ organization), the Rotary Club of Munich, the National German Book Trade Association, the Max Beckmann Society and the Max Planck Society. He received the Great Cross of Merits of the Federal Republic of Germany, the Golden Italian Cultural Medal, the German Book Trade Medal, the Friends of the City of Munich Award and the Great Order of Merit from the Republic of Austria.
ALVIN FRANCIS POUSSAINT
DOCTOR OF LAWS

Alvin F. Poussaint, psychiatrist, educator, author and civil rights activist, recently assumed a new role as television comedy consultant. He reviews scripts for "The Cosby Show" for his friend Bill Cosby. Dr. Poussaint eliminates demeaning stereotypes and comments and checks to see that the show makes psychological sense. His full-time position, however, is Associate Professor of Psychiatry and Associate Dean for Student Affairs at Harvard Medical School. He also counsels victims of crime and their families at the Judge Baker Guidance Center in Boston. Dr. Poussaint graduated in 1956 from Columbia University, earned a medical degree in 1960 from Cornell University Medical College, and a master's degree in research and psychiatry in 1964 from the University of California at Los Angeles. In the mid-60s, he worked with the Rev. Jesse Jackson as Southern Field Director of the Medical Committee for Human Rights in Jackson, Miss. Dr. Poussaint has focused much of his research on the concerns of blacks, especially those caught in poverty, illness and crime. His first book, Why Blacks Kill Blacks, with an introduction by Rev. Jackson, was published in 1971. His second, Black Child Care, co-authored with Dr. James Comer, appeared in 1975. He has been a syndicated newspaper columnist and a regular contributor to Ebony and Jet magazines. He has testified before Congress, served as a consultant to the White House, the State Department and the FBI, and represented the United States in official visits to China and Cuba. A founding member of Rev. Jackson's self-help organization, Operation PUSH (People United to Save Humanity), Dr. Poussaint was an adviser to the 1984 presidential campaign of Rev. Jackson and served as fence-mender in the Jewish community. He was National Treasurer of the Black Academy of Arts and Letters, a 1968 recipient of the Michael Schwerner Award, a Fellow of the American Psychiatry Association and is a member of the National Medical Association.

PAUL SIMON
DOCTOR OF LAWS

Throughout Paul Simon's career, first as a journalist, then as an educator and now as a legislator and author, the U.S. senator from Illinois has been a champion of quality education. Currently, his top priorities in the Senate are education, arms control, world hunger and economic development. Known for his low-key, no-frills style, Simon has been a U.S. senator since 1984 (D-Ill.) and member of the U.S. House from 1974 to 1984. He serves on the Education, Arts and Humanities Subcommittee among other assignments. In the House, he chaired the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, directing hearings on areas as diverse as teacher quality, adult illiteracy, math and science education, foreign language study and U.S.-Soviet education and cultural exchange. Simon is the only freshman senator selected by the Democrats as a Deputy Whip. In that role, he monitors Senate floor activities for his party. One of his major responsibilities as a senator is his assignment as lowest-ranking member of the Judiciary Committee—a vital gatekeeper in the next few years as vacancies occur in an aging Supreme Court. In 1948, at the age of 19, Simon became the youngest editor-publisher in the nation when he purchased the Troy (Ill.) Tribune. The paper became one of a chain of 14 weeklies extending from southern to central Illinois. Simon sold the chain in 1966 to devote full time to public service and writing. During his newspaper days, he was elected in 1954 to the Illinois House and was re-elected three times. He ran successfully for the Illinois Senate in 1962 and was re-elected in 1966. Simon was elected Lieutenant Governor in 1968 and encountered the only defeat of his political career when he ran for Governor in 1972. He was Professor of Public Affairs at Sangamon State University in Springfield, Ill., during the 1973-74 academic year and a Fellow at the John F. Kennedy Institute of Politics at Harvard University in spring 1973. Simon writes a weekly column that is distributed to newspapers across Illinois and has written eight books since 1966, representing a variety of topics. The two most recent are: The Tongue-Tied American: Confronting the Foreign-Language Crisis, 1980; and The Once and Future Democrats: Strategies for Change, 1982. He attended the University of Oregon in Eugene, Ore., in 1945-46 and Dana College in Blair, Neb., from 1946 to 1948. He holds 23 honorary doctorates.
JARVIS AYDELOTTE THURSTON
DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS

At Jarvis Thurston’s retirement party in 1982, Daniel Shea, Chairman of WU’s English Department at the time, remarked that Dr. Thurston had been a member of the faculty at a single institution for over 30 years; encouraged hundreds of student writers, whether they were registered for his courses or not; steered a wise and decisive course as department chairman; and brought national recognition to a department and a university, introducing a luminous literary magazine and a constellation of poets and novelists. During the ceremony, colleagues presented Dr. Thurston with two commemorations of his tenure at WU: the Joan Elkin original painting titled “Jarvis Thurston and His Circle,” and the special 1982 issue of the literary magazine Perspective, that Dr. Thurston edited with his wife, poet Mona Van Duyne. Known as giants among editors of little magazines, they began publishing the magazine in 1947; regular publication ceased in spring 1975. Perspective featured the earliest works of such WU writers as William Cass and Stanley L. Elkin.

Dr. Thurston started his career at WU in 1950 as an Assistant Professor of English. He was promoted to associate professor in 1955 and to full professor in 1962. He taught at the Bread Loaf Writer’s Conference in Vermont in 1974 and 1976, and at the Salzburg Seminars in the American Studies in Austria in 1973. His published works include the books, Short Fiction Criticism, Reading Modern Short Stories and Short Stories from the Literary Magazines. His short stories include “The Cross,” “The Mud Hen” and “The One and Only Appearance of Jeez Christ.” He has written reviews and feature stories for various newspapers, including the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, the Denver Post and the Salt Lake Tribune. He has a master’s degree and a doctorate from the University of Iowa.

PAUL ADOLPH VOLCKER
DOCTOR OF LAWS

Paul A. Volcker is serving his second four-year term as Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Shepherding a $4 trillion economy, he is the most influential economic policy maker in America. He swings the pendulum of economic growth and inflation by deciding how much money to add to the economy. According to a February Newsweek article: The “evidence of Volcker’s money mastery is everywhere. One by one, prices of commodities and assets—everything from gold to farmland—have fallen. Now the price of oil is finally returning to earth, perhaps the ultimate confirmation of Volcker’s victory over inflation. The stock market is on a record-setting spree, and the economy may be ready to enjoy the longest stretch of growth in the postwar era.” Mr. Volcker has served in high office in the Treasury and the Federal Reserve under U.S. Presidents Johnson, Nixon, Carter and Reagan. He began his career in 1952 as an economist at the New York Bank and, later, as a financial economist at Chase Manhattan Bank. In 1962, he joined the U.S. Treasury as Director of Financial Analysis and subsequently became Deputy Under Secretary of the Treasury for Monetary Affairs, Vice President of the Chase Manhattan Bank and Under Secretary of the Treasury for Monetary Affairs. During the latter tenure, from 1969 to 1974, he was the principal United States negotiator in the development and installation of a new international monetary system departing from the fixed exchange rate system installed following World War II. He also was a member of the board of the Overseas Private Investment Corporation and of the Federal National Mortgage Association. He received the Alexander Hamilton Award for his service at the Treasury. During the academic year 1974-75, Mr. Volcker was a Senior Fellow in the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs at Princeton University. He became President of the New York District Bank in August 1975. Mr. Volcker earned a bachelor’s degree at Princeton University in 1949 and a master’s degree in political economy and government at the Harvard University Graduate School of Public Administration in 1951. He attended the London School of Economics in 1951-52.
Robert L Abbey
Muriel Schopp Abramson
Albert Ackerman
Dorothy Merkel Alexander
Marguerite Reiter Alexander
Jeannette Farrington Alfrey
Thomas I Allen
C William Altman
Evelyn Anderson
Elizabeth Ham Andrews
Lewis P Andrews
Mildred Stumberg Ankeney
William B Ansprecher
Eliza Tilson Ash
Eva Asner
Mary Eudalye Baer
Tracy W Barnes
Jo William Barr
Caoline J Barrere
Loie Crill Barton
Charles L Beardsley
Emma Englehart Beatty
Ada Schmidt Becker
Ralph Bentzinger
Nicholas Bering
Allen Bickley
Donald S Bishop
Mary McFayden Bishop
Charlotte Anschuetz Bleistein
David M Blumberg
Mary Behymer Boecker
Wilfred Boeckhaus
Helen Graves Boerner
Charles N Bohrer
Adeline Parker Box
Goldie Schreiber Brandstader
John K Broderick, Jr.
Estelle E Maltz Brown
Rose Ann Tropp Brown
Harold A Budke
Irene Yennie Burfenning
Susan Mc Birney Bush
Genevieve Penney Bush
Susan Beckwith Butler
J Fred Caesar, Jr.
James C Campbell, Jr.
Edgar M Carson, Jr.
Mae A Cella
Lois Rose Lange Chesterson
Pauline Stinson Christiansen
Harold E Clark
Harriet Willert Coil
Oscar J Conrad, Jr.
Barbara Benage Cothran
George W Crabtree
Roland R Cross, Jr.
Christine Siegmund Cunningham
Winifred Knughoff Cutright

James P Damos
Christine Daniels
Dorothy Tremmel Danvers
Nelson A Darragh
Jack M Darrow
Abraham Davis
I Davis
James G Delano
Mildred Suliburk Dennis
Elizabeth Mansfield Depew
Edward E Dibella
Noni Crown Dodge
Leona Rau Doherty
Melvin B Dolginoff
Kenneth E Dougan
William T Douglas
Thomas L Draper, Jr.
Herman W Dreher
Mary Louise Lischer Drewes
Edwin H Duenow
Willard H Duetting
Lena Swimmer Dworkin
Virginia Hammerstein Ebbinghaus
Durand J Edele
Margaret Rossiter Eilers
Edna Sanders Elmers
William A Ens
Mary Alderson Epstein
Roy J Evans
Constanze Weidmann Farrell
Otilia Hannah Korngold Feuer
John H Feuerbacher
James M Feorster
Richard S Frank
Dorothy Franke
William M Frech
Bernice Ferring Freeman
John B Frerichs
Frances Simpson Funsch
Harold M Furtney
Ludmilla Suntzeff Gafford
Louis Rene Gaiennie
Abraham J Garland
Ferdinand E Gast
J G Geisel
Alpha Gilliam
Marie Ginzel
Theodore Gitt
David Gittelman
Verne P Goerger
Jeanette Rudman Goldfarb
Jane Simon Goldman
David Goldring
Aaron Gorden
Joseph Gordon
Eleanor McGregor Green
Preston M Green
William S Grimes
Mildred Stanfield Grimmer
Mary Eubank Gross
Howard L J Gruber
Cordia Grunewald
Charles R Guggenbuehler
Paul Guggenheim
Cecile Picquet Guise
Evlyn Noell Haley
Ruth Langley Hamilton
Robert A Hamilton
Leroy D Hedgcock
Paul V Heineman
Owen F Heitmeyer
Norman E Heitner
Kilbourne A Henry
Byron C Herbert
Robert L Heritage
Victor M Hermann
Mildred Margulis Hessel
Robert C Hillman
Stanley H Hirsch
Gustave Holubeck
William F Hood
Richard W Horner
William W Horstman
David Horton
Margaret Hamlin Houk
Helen Little Huennekens
John T Huffman
Dorothy Dodd Hughes
Robert Hurwitz
Ralph M Irvine
Leonard C Jacobs
Robert Jaeger
Leon U Jameton, Jr.
Virginia W Hawkins Johnson
Opal Fitzsimmons Johnson
Elmo L Joseph
Richard E Kammerer
William C Keady
Elba Harness Kennedy
Agnes Eilers Kenton
Theodorick M Knobel
Ann Trepp Koenigsberg
Robert A Kohler
Muriel Hicks Konvicka
Olin W Krieger
Mary Jane Kerwin Krisman
John C Lamb
Willard V Lampe
Gene Ross Landstrom
Irvin H Landwehr
Edna Landzettel
Arthur F Langehennig
Helen Grosby Langsam
John S Leahy, Jr.
George E Lee
Ruth Leutzinger
Hope Mitchell Lewis
Fredrick A Linde
Robert S Lindsey
James C Logan
Harriet Brent Lucco
Elmer W Lueckerath
John F Lynch
Sol E Margolin
Joseph P Marlow
Virginia Ebrecht Marshall
James A Martin
Roy F Martintoni
Ruth Bender Maschmidt
Philip A Maxeiner
Alan Mayer
Sigmund E Mazur
William H McBratney
Mary Erdel McCall
L Earl McCloud, Jr.
Robert D McClure
J William McCrackin
Edmund D McDonald
Zetta Berger McDougal
Murray McKeohan
Karl B McKenzie
Kathren P McKinney
Velda Smith McNeill
Thomas S McPheeters, Jr.
E Shepherd Mead
Vernon H Meenen
Dorothy Oates Medonsa
Nellie Peters Merrell
Eileen Miller Merritt
Dorothy Petersen Meyers
Michael M Miklas
Milton Mill
Henry A Miller
John S Miller
Amy G Horton Miller
Marjorie Burton Miller
Elizabeth Matthey Miner
Thelma Brown Molinoff
Elizabeth Anne Jarvis Moller
Phillip A Monypenny
Robert M Morris
Marion Paine Morse
Morris Moscowitz
Lenna Thomas Mueller
Jane Konesko Mueller
James Myles
Boyd E Nelson
Pauline Hoener Nelson
Walter J G Neun, Jr.
Lewis Newman
Nelson Newman
Melvin L Newmark
Robert A Niemann
Robert J Noland
Josephine Sunkel Noland
Paul E Nye
Franklin R Paley
R Austin Parham
Candidates Presented by
LINDA BRADLEY SALAMON, Ph.D., Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
May 16, 1986

summa cum laude

Leonard Charles Bailey, Jr.
Mary Bridget Carter
Jodi Melissa Cohen
Sarah Simrall Cover
Lisa Jeanne Downing
Kara Michelle Forest
Anita Jean Holtz
Michael Carroll King
Christina Huison Lee
Andrew Warren McCune

Dale Craig Robinson
Hui-Kuo George Shu
Santa Bagyam Suryaraman
Timothy Aaron Waidmann
Katharine Alice Welle
Lawrence Paul Widman
John Curtis Witt
Susan Gail Worst
Ian Yip

magna cum laude

Mark Adam Althouse
Kirsten Magdaline Baker
Mary Clair Bishop
Julie Elizabeth Boland
Susan Marie Borkowski
Lisa Boyd
David Allen Calhoun
Louis Etienne Carlat
Sondra Gayle Dubin
Lloyd Joseph Frank
Audrey Renee Gertz
Joseph Phillip Hazen
Gitry Heydebrand
Deborah Jan Hischke
Lee Thomas Jenkins
Kathryn Marie Johnstone

Bonnie Lynn Katzive
David Paul Lewis
Paula Victoria Mehmel
Timothy Francis Mellett
Kenneth Jeffrey Oken
Alison Grace Orchant
John Edward Pantano
Paul Christopher Price
Eric Theodore Red
Michael David Rosenthal
Walton Orvyl Schalick III
Randall Reuter Sercombe
John Joseph Sheahan
Wendell James Sherk
Warren Keith Slaten
Dafna Welner

cum laude

Naomi Beth Arffa
Daniela Elena Ascarelli
Rebecca Jo Beggs
Lisa Faith Boguslaw
Stephanie Kay Botvin
Scott Clayton Buckingham
Stephanie Lynne Craft
Theodore John Gressick
Andrea Helene Kott
David Benjamin Mackler
Richard Eric Nelson

Elana M Newman
Katherine Jane Pierce
William Scott Rabinowitz
Kelly Lynn Reynolds
Richard Todd Saddler
Andrew Peter Tetzeli
Jon Jeffrey Tichota
Michelle Kim Untermann
Webb Lee Wassmer
Diane LaVerne White
Michael Andrew Winston

May 16, 1986

Patrick J Abegg
Charles Bernard Abrams
Linda Susan Abrams

Elizabeth R Ades
Stephen Craig Adler
December 20, 1985
magna cum laude

John Patrick Carey
Daphne Chiang
cum laude

John Martin Brenner
Ezekiel Michael Leventhal
Deena Sadek

December 20, 1985

Yahaya B Ahmad
Albert Ahn
Frederick Aaron Amos
Patricia Lynn Andrews
Randy Breese
Clairmonte Oliver Cappelle
Rebecca Elizabeth Carroll
Leigh Ann Chamness
Carol Elizabeth Clark
Leon Malcolm Clark
Fredric B Clarke IV
Kevin Ray Combrink
Pamela Lyn Davies
Marc Emil Frischer
Joel Harvey Gins-parg
Nathan Edgar Gornet
Arash Gakoni
Jody S Greenspan
Marcel Edmund Haulard
John Wells Hayden, Jr.
David Robert Hunter
Louis S Jacks
Christine Marie Kormmeier
Laura Diane Kothevala
Laure Lee Landmeier

Stuart Marc Lazarus
Mary Juliet Majerus
Dawn Diana Mayer
Elizabeth A Moeller
Chander Nanjundasamy
Lawrence D Needleman
Susan Bernadette Promes
Allen Michael Rose
Gerald Bruce Roth
Thomas Allen Ruzicka
Beth Anne Schuchert
Risa Shargel
Joseph Paul Stabile
Frances Daphne Teplitz
Pamela Jane Tiberend
Anne Marie Tilley
Christopher Gregory Vahlkamp
Aiko Makita Vance
Cranston Gordon Vincent III
John Thomas Warford II
Mary Dorothy Winkelmann
Jaquelin Ambler Woods
Amy Marie Yurko
Bernard Saul Zeffen

August 16, 1985
magna cum laude

David Stuart Fleisher
cum laude

Peter Marcel Baroth
Raelynn J Hillhouse

August 16, 1985

Tyra Ulette Bailey
Diana Louise Beethe
Rae Dee Beno
*Thomas C Binzer
Darrel Mark Blaschak
Michelle Yvonne Brandt
Andrew E Bressner
Marsha Coleman
Gaines Farrar Desloge
James Andrew Doherty
Janice Lee Ducksworth

Marilyn Elk
*Scott Shanley Ferguson
Sarah B Fowler-Dixon
Christopher Swan-Houw Go
Philip A Gomez
Bradley R Gregg
*Anil Chand Gupta
William James Hahn
Richard F Harrison
Jeffrey Francis Hiken
Margaret Elaine Jester
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
Edward Nathan Wilson, Ph.D., Dean

CERTIFICATE
August 16, 1985

Eric Philip Rusten

MASTER OF ARTS
May 16, 1986

In Anthropology
*Ronald Scott Bucholtz
Jian Leng

In Art and Archaeology
Frank Douglas Blanchard

In Asian Studies
Sarah Ellen Shepherd

In Biological Sciences
*Michael Van Seiden

In Biology
*Scott Alan Steinmetz

In Chemistry
Darus Lee Bennett
Sigfredo González
Kevin Thomas Kirk
Thomas John Mangiafico
Kye-Chun Nam
David John Rauscher
Keat-Aun See

In Comparative Literature
Hsueh-Liang Chen
Elizabeth Ann Hoffman
Luding Tong
Shuhui Yang

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
*Mary Ann Dale-Bannister
*Nathan Russell Peck

In Economics
Shin Cho
Richard Ervin Cook
*Daniel Adam Hazen
Mary Sue Schranz
Kevin Walter Sigrist
Kakule K Wa-Ndambi

In French
Laura Marian Adams
Herbert Gerard Hizer
In Economics
* Anandi Prasad Sahu
Ying Xiao

In Education
Virginia C Eastland

In English and American Literature
Mary Elizabeth Hodapp

In French
Marilyn Louise Morrison

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Christa Sigrid Adelheid Hofmaier
Michael Alfred König
Sabine Beatrice von Dirke

In History
Amanda Lesly Rubins
Claude Ilan Schoenberg

In Mathematics
Ning-Yuan Chang
Filippo De Mari Casareto Dal Verme
Emilio Musso

In Organizational Behavior
Allan Harold Smith

In Philosophy
John László Fodor

In Physics
Kimberly Marie Godshalk

In Psychology
Marvin Sanyika Anwisye-Thompson
Frances Gaines Burney
Jane Goldmuntz
Regina Harris
Joan Aviva Heller
Andrea Lynn Jacobs
Darlene Faye Wallace Smith
Deane Cole Wiley

In Spanish
Bensa Del Carmen Vera

In Statistics
Alison Gail Swift

In Technology and Human Affairs
Eric Paul Thompson

In Western European Studies
Vera Erdmann

MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
May 16, 1986

Barbara G Ballard
Melinda M Burton
Florence Caillard
Kimberly Ann Campbell
Margaret Mary Crane
Shawn Alexandra Edwards

Helen Rand Ermel
Amy Jane Lubowitz
Susan Grace Peters
Charles George Rollins, Jr.
Gary L Scott
Diane Stella Seitz

December 20, 1985

David Stanton Cady
Donna Marie Kaczmaczyk
Mary Catherine Meihaus
R Fern Reeves

Mary Jane Robertson
Helga Anna Sartor
David Walter Schwartz

August 16, 1985

Joseph H DuBose, Jr.
Ray Allen Eberle
Christine A Fagalay
Brenda Joyce Johnson
Elaine Lapofsky Kesten
Richard Lawrence Land
Jacqueline Leslie

Diane Lynn Lorber
Christine Lee McEachern
Amy S Perlmutter
Janice R Pohl
Catherine Marie Reiss
Diane Marie Smoot
Mary Ann Wamhoff

MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING
May 16, 1986

Julie D L Kelemen
Jackson Roger Sharman III

Philip Edward Simmons
Marjorie Herweg Stelmach
December 20, 1985
Sharon Christine Bangert

MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS
May 16, 1986
Elvis Albert Cole
Carol F Cradock
Margretta Forrester
Mary Alice Hennessy
Xavier Kowalski
Linda Sue Murry
Eugene Daniel Powers
Mary Elizabeth Shepardson
Maxwell C Weiner

December 20, 1985
Arnold Sherman Harder
Richard Mark Horas
August 16, 1985
Dennis H Post
Stanley Keith Scism

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
December 20, 1985
Linda Anne Sherry
August 16, 1985
Nancy Anne Brady
Paul Herzmark
Keith Michael Shea
Carolyn Jean Simon

MASTER OF MUSIC
May 16, 1986
David A Kowalczyk
JoAnne Stephenson
December 20, 1985
Elizabeth L Hatcher
August 16, 1985
Yi Giang Sun
Kimberly Fay Woodley Tucker

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING
May 16, 1986
Amy Curtis Ivey
Ann Faith Russell
Leslie Sebesta Walter
Cynthia Jane Williams
August 16, 1985
Julia Hobbs Biedenstein

ADVANCED GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION
August 16, 1985
David Michael Shelton-Dodge
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

August 16, 1985

James Roland Raspberry

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

May 16, 1986

In Anthropology
Linda Lee Taylor

In Art and Archaeology
Judith Walker Mann

In Biological Sciences (Integrative and Cell Biology)
*Andrew Chee-Yuen Chan
*Michael Van Seiden

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Koong-Nah Chung
Der-Hwa Huang
*Leslie Mark Lang
Judith Anne Kelvin Miller
*Raoul Devin Nelson
*Ted Bjorn Usdin
Duanzhi Wen
Brian James Whiteley
*David Brian Wilson

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Marcie Ann Glicksman
David J Schreyer

In Classics
Dale Arthur Meyer

In Communication Sciences
Kenneth Wayne Grant

In Comparative Literature
Anne Peper Perkins

In Economics
Kathleen Nickrent Gillespie
Brian Evans Roberts
Ping Shu Tso

In Education
Sybil Kessler Edelman
Sarah Frances Perkins

In English and American Literature
Anna Sabol Blumenthal
Carol Jane Sklenicka

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Karen Hermine Jankowsky
Magdalene Emma Dorothee Mueller

In Hispanic Languages and Literatures
Gilberto Gomez

In Mathematics
Marcus B Feldman
Anita Maria Tabacco Vignati
Marco Vignati

In Music
Donna McNeil Cox
Louis Eugene Schuler, Jr.
Marion Smith

In Pharmacology
*Marek Alexander Mirski
David Brian Schwartz

In Philosophy
John László Fodor
In Physics
Earl Daniel Blodgett
Marc William Caffee
Mark Francis Flynn

In Political Science
David Norman Denemark

In Psychology
Lauren Sue Becker
Lee Patrick Berrigan

December 20, 1985

In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
Leeann Tracy
Ruth Weaver Yokoyama

In Biological Sciences (Integrative and Cell Biology)
Jeffrey Field Harper
Mary Theresa Lopez

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Denise Dorene Beusen
Dean W Goddette

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Pokay Melwyn Ma

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
Elizabeth Ellen Hood

In Economics
Augustine Yaw Agyei-Asamoah
Stephen Mark Brown
Gregory Robert Niehaus

In Education
Billy Lee Little

August 16, 1985

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Henry Dexter Bellamy
Ann Meredith Ginsberg

In Biological Sciences (Population Biology)
Clement Wilson Hamilton

In Chemistry
Charles Edward Keffer
Teri Lynn Vossler

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Peter Andrew Salpas

In Economics
*Anandi Prasad Sahu
Sheryl Robin Skolnick

In Education
Barbara Shamir

In English and American Literature
David Louis Russell Sanjek
In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Walter Franz Clogauer

In History
Kenneth Hugh Winn

In Mathematics
Angel Rodolfo Baigorri
Daniel Girela
Tim Joshua Steger

In Philosophy
Daniel Ernest Wueste
Stuart D Yoak

In Physics
Scott Douglas Barthelmy
Patrick Henry Johnston
Michael David Jones

In Political Science
Roberta L Herzberg
Gregory R Weiher

In Psychology
Mary Candice Burger
John Clifford Hanson II
Brett Evan Skolnick

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Candidates Presented by
ROBERT CHADWELL WILLIAMS, Ph.D., Dean
CERTIFICATES
May 16, 1986
Timothy Ray Alexander
Angelina F Beckmann
Joan White Bell
Hazel Lindsey Currie
Joyce Anne Dickinson
Gary L Hall

Molly J Malone
Ned W Randle
Mary Ann Remnick
Monica McFee Square
D Anne Steinberg
Edith I Turner

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
May 16, 1986
David R Anglin
Robert John Bourisaw
Stephani M Boyd
Joan Lois Bramsch
Patricia Rose Burnett
Edwin Henry L Conway
Paul Croitoru
Debra Ann Davis
Cottrell Dixon, Jr.
Joel Robert Hollocher
Susan Pierce Keck

Kathryn L Lippert-Nitke
Philip Michael Mondou
Mary Ann Ohms
Jolee René Plaggenburg
Douglas Ervin Reed
Mary Silva
Danny Edward Smith
Maria M Tei
Lynn Kathryn Wesselmann
Scott Lee Westbrook

December 20, 1985
Lois Evelyn Clay
Nelson Elijah Coleman
Tracy Howell Collins
Dennis Ray Cooke
Brenda Marie Huddleston
Dianne Hill Livers
Joel Edward Melton

Linda Lou Osborne
Douglas Paul Peer
Mary Ann Rennick
Carole Lenore Schneider
James Bernard Smith
Charles Jerome Stroer
Julius Alvin Williams

August 16, 1985
Phyllis Marie Hyman
Rodney Scott Jennings
Edward G Marcanik
Thomas Glenn Rainey

Janet McNichols Shafferkoetter
Stanley Curtis Stotler
Natalie Carol Zurfluh
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING
May 16, 1986
Paula Joy Detjen

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE/PHYSICAL THERAPY
May 16, 1986
Saud Mohamad Al-Obaidi
Mary Ann Koors Faust
Ann Kurzawa Karasek

December 20, 1985
Robert Daniel Baker
John A Duerer
Marykate McDonnell
Kathryn Elizabethh Roach
Linda Rose Van Dillen

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
AND APPLIED SCIENCE
Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
May 16, 1986
summa cum laude
Michael Center

magna cum laude
Cathy Sue Lamb
William Glenn Leppo
Brenda Marie Westbrook

cum laude
Victoria Susan Inouye

May 16, 1986
Kay Ellen Berra
Gregory Alan Chrzansowski
Marc Stuart Cohen
Megan Teresa Connell
*William W Fan
Lawrence Stephen Ferro
Laura Ellen Fitzpatrick
Otto Charles Gaus
Steven Greenland
Moncef Guedri
James Abner Gwaltney III
Carl Edward Henry
James Edward Henske
Preston John Henske
Creig Norman Houghtaling
Sharon Hadassah Kamin
Joseph Phillip Klosinski
Stephen Patrick Litzinger
Michael Allen Matchett
James Burton Monroe
Michelle Marie Moore
John Todd Nawor
John Robert Pace
Kathleen Ann Porter
William Lee Ransohoff
Catherine Drucilla Schneider
Randy S Scholl
Karen Lynn Schrank
William Richards Thissell
Thomas Christopher White
Nancy Darlene Windes

December 20, 1985
Amir Hamzah Hassan
Michael Vincent Lee
Paulithia Renee Williams
August 16, 1985

Ehsan Fakhr Abdollahi
Natalie Marie Bohlman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 16, 1986
magna cum laude

Monia Rais

cum laude

Abdelkader Ferhi

May 16, 1986

Alexander Chebli El-Habr
Jean Louise Harker
Abdul Rahman Hasbullah
Craig Stuart Kaufman
Dalel Krichene

Robert Andrew Mahoney
Gregory Stanton Moore
Tracy Louise Rainwater
Adam Lathrop Smith

December 20, 1985

Saud M Saleem

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 16, 1986
magna cum laude

*Duncan C Weir

Julie Wing Kam Choi
Neophytos A Karamanos

Hershel Alan Kleinberg
Brian Howard Sher

May 16, 1986

James Michael Anderson
Christo George Andonyadis
David Jennings Bird
Paul Robert Clark
Darren Carl Cruse
Robert Glenn Daily
Heather A Drury
Katherine Frances Eisenbach
Thomas J Feichtinger
Michael Anthony Feldmann
Douglas Reuben Fisher
David Joseph Gesswein
Peter Paul Graham
Shih Ming Huang
Scott D Johnson
Brian Marc Kanter

Jonathan Yongchen Kim
David Phillip Kleppel
Timothy Jay Lindgren
Kenneth Lorber
Kenneth Edward Moncrieff
Marc Andrew Sarrel
Charles Richard Schaeffer
Steve James Schmadeke
Michael Ser
Ignatius T Shen
Alan David Sigman
Edward Keith Simpson
Peter Leonard Skeggs
Brett Donald Steinbrueck
Raymond G Toledo
Manwah Philip Tsang
December 20, 1985

James V Carr
Siang-Tjie The

August 16, 1985

R Scott Allen
Alfredo Manuel García

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 16, 1986

David H Levy
magna cum laude

Cum laude

Miriam Ellen Bleadon
Jonathan Andrew Morgan

Neophytos A Karamanos
Hershel Alan Kleinberg

May 16, 1986

Nidal Marzouq Al-Mashni
Chris Allen Au
Leonard Dale Augsburger
Ronald Jeffrey Bell
Bevan Benjamin
Setiawati Budidharma
Thomas Anthony Buhr, Jr.
Margaret Lynn Burke
Phillip H Burke III
Thomas Joseph Chang
Paul Robert Clark
Myra Rhonita Coffman
Gregory Velvon Crawford
James John Crisanti
Heather A Drury
Katherine Frances Eisenbach
Timothy Richard Emerson
Andrew David Ethridge
Michael Anthony Feldmann
John Patrick Fritz
Joanna Hsin-Tzu Fu
David Joseph Gesswein
Jennifer Lynn Grimsley
Mathew Raymond Harmon
Riduan Harun
Timothy Jon Havighurst
Kurtis Loran Hunter
Thomas Joseph Jaeger

Jason Drew Zions
Joel Frederick Zuhars
Kim Huyen Vu
Yuan-Chuan Kao
Robert Lee Meyer
David H Levy
Gail R Sherman
Duncan C Weir
Joseph Phillip Wojtal
Michael Cooper Johnson
Clifford Raymond Jones
Brian Marc Kanter
Rob Stephan Kennedy
Shabbir Amirali Khakoo
David Phillip Kleppel
Steven Jude Koeneke
Robert Paul Korb
Donald Scott Kuncel
Karyn Marie Leary
Kenneth Lorber
Kenneth D Lowrance
Leong Fai Mah
Mark William Martin
Chris Mark Mazour
Mary Jo McClelland
Stefanus Moniaga
Charles Roy Moore, Jr.
David Luther Morrison
Michael Henry Murphy
Abdul Ghani Bin Mustafa
Judson M Packer
Pamela Susan Pochek
Shan Jiang Qu
William Henry Radke
Jonathan Andrew Reiley Ball
Alfonso Rivera, Jr.
Brent Gregory Rueb
John Charles Schroeder
Evren Senol
Ignatius T Shen
Garth Gregory Shibles
Peter Leonard Skeggs
René Darlene Smith
David Lars Stranquist
Michael George Stuvland
Natee Tanchanpongs
Margaret Helen Tancula
David K Taniguchi
Boyd Lee Troop
Manvah Philip Tsang
Kathleen Lynn Vaughn
Julio Jesús Villasmil Méndez
Timothy Maurice Vinyard
Rogelio Vocero
David Charles Wasz
Frederick Eugene Webb
Kathryn Rae Weismehl
Edward Walter Zdankiewicz
Joel Frederick Zuhars

December 20, 1985

Stephen Eric Sorensen
cum laude

December 20, 1985

James Robert Black, Jr.
Richard Lee Blecha, Jr.
James V Carr
Debra Ann Chun
Gary Dostourian
John Matthew Marcquenski
Richard Wayne Meidel, Jr.
Kenneth Edward Moncrieff
Eli Sadon
Hassan Ali Tavakoli
Gloria M Tsao
David Ronald Westenberger
Edwin J Wild

August 16, 1985

Augustina A Budi Harsono
Yihong Abel Cheng
Michael Hawit
Robert Lee Meyer
Kevin Brent Ward

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY

May 16, 1986

Tomas Alius Dundzila
Mamo Haile-Mariam

August 16, 1985

John Adam Steinhubl

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 16, 1986

summa cum laude

Frederick Thane DeWeese
Charles Alan Lerner
John Edward Schiermeier

cum laude

James Timothy Merlo

Kathleen M Peter

May 16, 1986

Robert Owen Ambrose
Laura Lee Binder
James Joseph Callahan
Christopher Todd Carlson
Scott Douglas Duffey
Millard Leon Edwards
Michael Watson Geiger
Philip Lee Graves
Michael Louis Griffin
Jeremiah Edward Halley
Eric B Hudson
Mathew Joseph
Daryl Daniel Kaswinkel
Kevin Michael Kirk
David Abel Ostrov
Randall Maurice Prather

December 20, 1985

Richard Dean Allen
Tarek Echekki
Dean Allen Eldrenkamp
Lawrence Paul Haug

August 16, 1985

Andrew D Macoit

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

May 16, 1986

magna cum laude

*Miriam Ellen Bleadon

cum laude

Matthew Lawrence Green

May 16, 1986

*Nidal Marzouq Al-Mashni
*William W Fan
Jayant N Jere

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

May 16, 1986

Douglas Clayton Barr
William Fellows Dumler
Jon L Haid
Stanley Laka
PennyJo McCarty
Edward Allan McPhail

December 20, 1985

Danuj Bunnag

August 16, 1985

Adrian Arnold Buriks

Daniel Wray Sutton
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
May 16, 1986
Francis Lawrence Decker
June Louise Melby
Margaret Lewis Miller

THE HENRY EDWIN SEVER
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN McKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
May 16, 1986
Thomas Andrew Cleveland
Thomas Anthony Hegger
Tajudeen Olusegun Ibrahim
Eddie Rasman Rasyid

December 20, 1985
Carl Andrew Finer
Marc Joseph Harary
Asim Saeed

*James Ruddiman Schattschneider
David Ward Smith

August 16, 1985
Quazi Amin Ahmed
John Anthony Brocksmit
Paula Jane Loomis
David Leonard Sander

MASTER OF GEODETIC SCIENCE
August 16, 1985
Thomas Glenn Mays
Thomas Wayne Sutterfield

MASTER OF STRUCTURAL DESIGN
May 16, 1986
Sami Georges Maroun
Mao-Hua Peng

August 16, 1985
Raymond Amechi Okuagu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
May 16, 1986
*William Glenn Leppo
Sonia Kay Pollitt
Morris Z Rosenberg

Martina Santososo
Ferry Abidin Soetikno

December 20, 1985
Richard Robert Dauer
Jeffrey David Fowler
Tzu-Jen Kan

Marilyn Jane Mattione
Paul Clinton Schacht
Rouchdy Ragaa Zahran
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August 16, 1985
Yih-Fang Chen
Martin Lee Rapp

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

December 20, 1985
Robert Ray Fowler
Peter George Seeley

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 16, 1986
*Julie Wing Kam Choi
*Kendall Eugene Durk
Kevin R Fenster
Pamela Ann Juhl
Walter Yau-Man Kwan
Hwa Liu
Jane M Mack
Carolyn Rosemary Ownby
*Steve James Schmadeke
*Edward Keith Simpson
Marla Dee Socha
Myron Paul Sours
*Brett Donald Steinbrueck
James Philip Guenther Sterbenz
Steven Craig Swope
Chien-Ming Tu
Mary Beth Wedertz
*Kirk David Williams
*Jason Drew Zions

December 20, 1985
Richard David Edelman
Gerard Herman Epplin
Yukari Esman
David Wayne Fuehring

August 16, 1985
Keith James Bennett
Richard Gibson Bubenik

Elizabeth Gay Houghton

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 16, 1986
Kurt Karl Beindorff
Steven Richard Broadstone
Craig Allen Cox
*Kendall Eugene Durk

*Michael Anthony Feldmann
Pierre Moulin
Keith Andrew Salzman
*Kirk David Williams

December 20, 1985
Howard Raymond Appelman
Sudjiwo Husodo
Leonid Leybovich

August 16, 1985
John Culver Chabut
Kannan Divakar

George Lawrence Engel
John Doolin Gorman
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND POLICY

May 16, 1986

Andrew John Russo
Alice Evelyn Tome

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 16, 1986

Piotr Jan Bielawski
Kathleen M Peter
Theodore Angelo Povinelli
Quan Jane Shao
Satjarthip Thusneyapan
Anatoly Tsymburov

December 20, 1985

Jorge M Arias
Stephen Stewart Hancock
George Hoehn
Donald W Jasper
Kevin Joseph McCarthy
Mark R Rudy
Catherine Mary Sabinash
Steven W Slocum

August 16, 1985

William Webster Behrens
Darrell Timothy Duewer
Ashok B Hosangadi
Peddada Ramachandra Rao
Liliana Beatriz Ventura

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

May 16, 1986

Paul Raymond Bouthellier
Fred Anthony Brown II
Patrice Edoete Mensah
Tongzeng Yang
Chien-Pyng Yeh

August 16, 1985

Tin-Chi Leung

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN AFFAIRS

May 16, 1986

Steven Nicholas Burns
Patrick Martin Carr
Leila Jeanne Greer

August 16, 1985

Timothy Louis Cullina
Joann Rona Gibbs
Scott Michael Gieser
Marilyn H Gorfien
Kevin McEnroe Kennedy
Eric Philip Rusten

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

May 16, 1986

In Chemical Engineering

Yih-Fang Chen
Kevin Jay Myers
In Electrical Engineering
Ronald Dale Esman

Harold Andrew Klotz, Jr.

December 20, 1985

In Technology and Human Affairs
David Harold Adolph

August 16, 1985

In Chemical Engineering
Rajesh K Srivastava

In Electrical Engineering
Juan F Arratia
Shiowzon Julie Hsieh
Elizabeth Ann Patten

In Mechanical Engineering
Swami Nathan Karuna Moorthy

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Daizhan Cheng
Jiang Bo Liu
Emrullan Turhan Tunali
Jing-Jou Yen
Xiaoming Zeng

THE SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT JOHN BENSON, J. D., Dean

CERTIFICATES

May 16, 1986

Iftikhar Ahmed
Alan Robert Barker
Joseph Eugene Bertels, Jr.
Patricia S Brown
Frederick M Cornell
James K Davis
Dennis Michael Doyle
Mamie R Drake-Harris
Lambert Henry Ebbesmeyer
Steven Eugene Ellersick
Linda Jane Heimberger
Bryan James Hennemann
William D Henry
John W Higgs, Jr.
Kurt Brian Immekus

Timothy Lee King
Bryan William Martinelli
Andrea L Mastorakos
Sean Patrick McDermott
Steven Charles Moss
Rory Albert Pottgen
Erin K Price
Gary F Puellmann
Oliver Charles Ringling, Jr.
Gary Louis Ripley
Sophit Rumpradit
Janice Marie Signaigo
Michael Van Tran
Donald Oscar Wagener
Mary F Walls

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DATA PROCESSING

May 16, 1986

Iván C Alicea
Kevin Edward Bartek
Bernard H Bodewes
Catherine Lee Deffry
Linda M Hardin
Steve Lee Herrington

Stephen Lee Hickle
Dan L Koeppel
Wai Yin Lai
David Mark Meyer
Frank William Seavitte
Alain Francois Steinbrecher
December 20, 1985

Ruth Ann Campbell
Mark Richard Goessling
Mary Talbot Hetlage
Danny S Kuehn
Patricia Lynn Lavigne
Thomas B Maue, Jr.
Arthur Franklin Miller II

John Timothy Murray
Mary Angela Senter
Susan Ellen Snow
Darrell Lee Sprick
Monica Trikha
Shirley H Yao

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT

May 16, 1986

Kevin Gallagher
Michael Carey Robinson

Randy Lee Troutt

December 20, 1985

John Marshall Benoist
Richard C Bignall
Dan Kevin Hagler
Eric Arnell Henderson

Kamran Jahanshahi
Sean P McDermott
Stephen P Rogan

August 16, 1985

Thomas Patrick McBride

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
SYSTEMS AND DATA PROCESSING

May 16, 1986

Glenn Richard Andrews
Susan Marlene Berkbigler
Samuel Myles Berman
M Cathleen Brown
Craig Eugene Clausen
Mary Elizabeth Clawson
Donald E Coil
Debra Lee Dildine
Steven Eugene Ellersick
Sallie Jean Ewen
Kevin David Friel
Kenneth Lee George
William Daniel Hamilton, Jr.
Mahboobeh Nami Hassanzadeh
Ronnie Howard
Patrick Robert Kelly
Dennis Craig Kleine

James Matthew Lanzafame
James Robert Lapointe
John Lung-Hong Lee
Marina Lemchuk
Michele Mary Liebman
Yupin Luisiri
Michael Alexander Miller
Susan L Miller
Gerard Joseph O'Donnell
Alla Michele Petrushko
Christine Ann Prager
Steven Gerard Rapp
Patricia Marie Ruffino
Cherise M Scalise
Jan Kay Sidberry
Gerlean Smith
Jay Denton Woodmansee

December 20, 1985

Deborah Dorothy Bauer
James Alan Buckowitz
Gary L Gerson
Jeffrey Norris Gilfillan
Jeanne Marie Hanisch
Craig Michael Harmann
Denise Rebecca Hirschbeck
Theresa Ann Hohenberger

Pamela M Kochmann
Catherine Ann Landwehr
Krista Lynn Lucas
Mark Stephen Putnam
Geralyn Marie Rothery
Patsy Jo-Ann Upchurch
Dennis Wayne Wallach
August 16, 1985

Jeffrey Lynn Davis
Nancy Elizabeth Derickson
BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
December 20, 1985
Donald P Bechtold
BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY
May 16, 1986
Daniel Ray Arnold
Maxim Franklin Boyko
Jerry Andrew Diebling
Elizabeth Marie Haeckel
Charles W Lawson
Charles Allen Lawton
December 20, 1985
Robert Wilmer Danson
Thu N Le
Thomas Allen Schrage
August 16, 1985
Thomas Allan Campbell
BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN MECHANICAL DESIGN
August 16, 1985
Gary Lee Wild
BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN
MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY
May 16, 1986
Daniel Edward Ackermann
Bryan William Martinelli
Robert Leland Parson
December 20, 1985
Loyal Bruce Shawgo
August 16, 1985
Charles Ronald Metzler
BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN STRUCTURAL DESIGN
December 20, 1985
*Stephen Martin Landfair
BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN
STRUCTURAL TECHNOLOGY

August 16, 1985

Federico Antonio Willson Ruz-Brewer

MASTER OF DATA PROCESSING

May 16, 1986

*Anne Elizabeth Brock
Donna M Buhlig
Susan Marie Davis
Henry Tupper Drane
John Henry Holtmann, Jr.
Constance M Hunt

Kevin Ralph Paul Johnson
John Richard Krein
Steven Thomas Mueller
Sajay Rai
Michael G Rollins
Jean Lambert Seiden

December 20, 1985

J Donald Conrad
Dennis Gerard Flannigan
David Allen Imler

Quensetta Delores Lucas
Malcolm Douglas Meeker
Michael Frank Patschull

August 16, 1985

Robert W Klepper

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Candidates Presented by
CONSTANTINE EVANGELOS MICHAELIDES
Diploma of Architecture, M. Arch., Dean

May 16, 1986

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY

Thomas Paul Christman
Thomas R Du Bois
Kurt Irvin Hensic

Victor S Migneco
William Harold Reany
Thomas Harry Vierling

December 20, 1985

Marcel Ade Esubi
Steven Arthur Hartke

Louis Dawson Henry
Dennis Michael Kinser

August 16, 1985

Mary E Gallagher

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

May 16, 1986

Michael Angelos Angelides
Mark Eugene Baltis
David R Buckley
Mouloud Chaabi
Raymond L Chu
Marc L Diamond
Heidi Dellafera Eagleton

Paul B Fendler
Yuko Fukami
*Louis King-Wai Fung
Craig Steven Griffen
David Wayne Hankins
Tzung-Shien Hsieh
Robert Allan Killen, Jr.
Michael Francis Konzen
Marianne Rhoda Lau
Stewart William MacGregor
Joanne Polcyn Mascaro
Page Adair Pless
Laura Wehenenberg Reck
Robert M Reich

Andrei Joseph Atkin
Jen-Shen Chan
Lester Gene Cox
Cynthia Ann Holoubek
Tsung-Chang Hsieh
Shih Daniel Hsiung

December 20, 1985

*Andrew Joseph Atkin
Jen-Shen Chan
Lester Gene Cox
Cynthia Ann Holoubek
Tsung-Chang Hsieh
Shih Daniel Hsiung

Adel I Rifaat
Ingrid Margarita Ruiz
Rudolf Joachim Schwarz
Rajiv Narendra Sheth
James B Stenkamp
Susan Miriam Stern
Benson W Tulloch

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN
May 16, 1986

*Louis King-Wai Fung
R Brooke Hollis

December 20, 1985

Chaiwat Wachpanich

THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
May 16, 1986

Warren E Agin
Michael Scott Alter
Dean Nicholas Avergin
Marion Sarah Axel
Yvonne C Bacandreas
Wendy Jo Bailey
Robert William Beck
Tracy Lynn Berry
Kenneth William Blake
Jill Honey Bogard
Adam Bruce Bowen
Ilene Louise Bromfeld
Elizabeth Sylvia Brotherson
Michael Aaron Brown
Scott Alan Budoff
Elizabeth Maria Buse
Jeffrey S Caplan
Cynthia Dee Chin
Chris Louis Chiodini
Eric A Clauson
Scott Douglas Cohen

Cathleen Denise Colman
James Edward Connolly
Scott K Connolly
*James John Crisanti
Victoria Darlene Day
Michael Leon Didner
Marita Ann Drayson
Lindsay Elizabeth Eagle
David J Ehrlich
Jön Marie Fanning
Maria Caridad Fonseca
Linda C Fox
Barry M Freiman
Thomas Jude Gerth
Stephen Howard Goldblum
Anne Lynn Goldman
Liska May Greer
Alexander Grinberg
Claire Elise Hack
Edward Michael Halpern
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 16, 1986

*Micahel Joseph Allen
Sharon F Altschul
Theodore Ernest Anastas, Jr.
Matthew J Asinger
Barbara A Auchter
Bhasker Kodangudi Ayer
Kevin Wallace Barrett
Celia Kay Birdsong
Carin Elizabeth Blomquist
Pamela Dellette Bloodgood

*Anne Elizabeth Brock
Todd Arthur Brown
William Jay Brown
John Blair Brumley
Matthew G S Burridge
Karen D Byers
Joseph Philip Cagney
Timothy Michael Carpenter
Gus Leo Catsavis
Christopher Robert Chivetta
Patricia Lee Christensen
Sheila Danette Cozart

*Robert Glenn Daily
Cayetana De Regil
Cynthia Louise Diedrich
Lawrence Nelson Doreson
Robert Charles Drury
Philip J Dubuque
James David Duchek
Colleen Marie Dusek
Eric Eugene Dutton
Albert Pike Farr III
Richard O Ferguson
Debra Jansma Fiala
James Dallas Fleming
Hiroyuki Fujimura
Roberto Luciano Garcia
Karen S Gedera
Jeffrey C Gentsch
Patricia Anne Geyer
Colleen Marie Gillespie
John Patrick Gleason
Lynn Ellen Gorguze
Joel Monte Greengard
Nancy Ann Haas
Denis Parnell Hackett
John Andrew Halley
Thomas R Hankins
James Dennis Hannon

Gregory George Harris
Stacey Anne Harris
Michael Patrick Hartnett
Dierk Haskin
Mark R Hawley
John Michael Hawn
Richard D Heider
Robert Lawrence Heins

*John David Hersberger
Cheri Lynn Hertel
Rosalind S Hibbs
Patricia Ann Hill
Marilyn Heiman Hodson
Timothy Charles Hogan
Robert J Horan
Devon Overlock Howe
Melinda Jo Hubbert
Thomas W Hughes
Robert Chester Hunt
Jacqueline Renee Jackson
Karen Novak Jarrett
Palmer Garfield Jason
Gregory Jason Javor
Daniel Martin Johnson
Steven Douglas Jones

*Lisa Kalman
John Joseph Kastenholz
Leslie A Klein

*Robert Paul Korb
Ellen L Kron
William J Kuehling
Lisa Anne Kuhlman
Dana James LaFortune
Kathleen Margaret Layton
Jong Ung Lee
Joan Helen Levis
David Loeb
Theresa Elizabeth Lynch
Jane Shapleigh Mackey
Nalini Mahadevan
Thomas F Maher
Richard Francis Manning
Michael L Marcum
Larry Gene Markos
Katherine Garcia Mazzuckelli
Gwen M McClellan
Richard Thomas McGovern, Jr.
Susan Marie McGraw
Dominic Gregory Mendonsa
James R Mensching
Michael Scott Mertens
Peggy Diane Miller
Alan J Mindlin
Bomi F Mistry
Timothy L Mitchell
*Thomas Bruce Moser
Laura Moore Muckerman
*Karen Marie Musick
Samuel D Nelson
Cynthia Hess Nusbaum
Joseph W O'Connor
*Anders Onarheim
David Herman Orf
Kenneth Ray Otto
Duane Curtis Owen
Barbara Ann Pace
Michael David Packer
Robert Stephen Paletta
Orlando Peraza
William DeWitt Perkins
Jeffrey E Pheiff
Maurice Grant Prater
Rebecca S Prater
John Daniel Puricelli
James Matthew Rakowsky
Joaquin Ramos
Gretchen L Reger
Todd Laurence Reid
Joseph William Reilly
Robert W Reynolds
Steven M Riley

Graham Todd Rogan
Andrew M Rosen
Gary Lee Ross
Adrienne Lynn Rusbarsky
Warren Richard Sauer
Kevin Paul Schaaf
Simone Ann Schwob
Cliffton R Scudder
James Roy Selberg
*Gregory Charles Sernet
*Brian Howard Sher
James John Sherman
Andrew Ray Simon
Donald H Skelton
Paul Frederick Smith
Allen Evans Strehler
*David A Streubel
Charles Edgar Suyo
Paul L Tassler
Eric Edward Timm
Michael J Toney
Marcia Palmer Troup
Nicolas Tsangarisis
Michael B Uelk
Walter Mayo Van Heest
Tim Micheal Welch
Lisa Gwen White
Charles John Wiegers
Keith Arthur Wiginton
Margaret Ann Wilson
Mahmuddin Yasin
Roger Alan Young
Nancy Anne Zafft

December 20, 1985

Lloyd R Abrams
*Andrew Joseph Atkin
Roxie Baccus
Claudia A Beaty
Carol Lynn Blackmore
Martha Ann Bradley
Arthur E Curle
William L Defer
Michael Paul Edwards
Cynthia Louise Fink
*Patricia Marie Hannibal
Michael Charles Haughey
Robert Alan Hays
Douglas Kent Jackson
Barbara H Johnson
Thomas Craig Johnson

Cynthia Carol Kloepper
Joseph George Luberda
Samuel Cowdry Luten
Peter M McHugh
John Edward McClean
James F Mohan
Donald Reed Moreland
Mary Ann Morrow
Gregory John Nilles
James A Preston
Satish M Shah
Thomas Rodgers Sonderegger
Thomas John Sontag
Thomas J Williams
Barbara Boehm Winters

August 16, 1985

Charles Russell Eggert
Allan Jay Kalb
Alan Roy Monken
Carl G Plat

D Christine Schroeder
Cheryl JoAnne Snell
David Renville Townsend
Carlin Caswell Walker
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 16, 1986

Bonnie Maria Moe

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Candidates Presented by
ROGER I. DESROSIERS, B.F.A., M.F.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

May 16, 1986

Jay Alan Babcock
Michael Thomas Bodlovich
Michael Joseph Caido
Annarita Angela Cavallini
Christopher Charles Chauvin
Andrew Joseph Cross
Steven David Deutsch
Andrew T Erickson
Kathleen M Fitt
Matthew Aloysius Fitzgerald
Mark Andrew Freiman
Gary W Golden
Mary M Gruner
Julie Ann Hoffman
Christopher R Irwin
Nicholas Miles Kahn
Diane M Kerwin
Cynthia Jane Leonard
Sarah M Levine
Nancy Jeanne Littie
Ann Akimi Lofquist
Michelle Kim Ly
Monica Lee Mason
Richard Edward Meehan
Michelle Kyongsun Min
Steffen Colin Moody
Margaret Mary Morrison
Caroline Ruth Mueller

Meredith Lynn Nieves
Sandra Lynn Noah
Sara J Northerner
Margaret Ann Oppenheimer
Karen Marie Platt
Thomas Carl Pohlman
Mary Katherine Santry
Laura Ruth Schoppa
Richard David Selesnick
Susan Lynn Sherman
Frank Steve Sipos
Stacey Anne Smid
Catherine Anne Stier
Carol Jean Thomas
Katherine Anne Tragos
Angela Gay Vanarsdall
Susan Kay Walker
Daniel Robert Wanderman
Laura Ann Weaver
Laura Ann Webb
Elizabeth Anne Weinberger
Deborah Fay Weisser
Cheryl Maureen White
Gail M Williams
Theresa Marie Witt
Curtis Vaughn Woods
Kimberly Carmel Yourick
Dana Lynn Zager

December 20, 1985
Karyn Susan Gerstein

August 16, 1985
Joseph Gregory Crosby
Elisa S Forgelman
Nancy Ann Maier

Robert Zoltan Szeles

William McKenley Morris
Mary K Poag
Elaine Marie Tschee
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
May 16, 1986

Linda LaRocque Eyerman
Samantha Iams
Linda Ruffner-Russell

Trudence Ann Tolin
John David Van Sickel

December 20, 1985

Michael Andrew Rosenfeld
Lésa Maria Unterbrink

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Candidates Presented by
SHANTI KUMAR KHINDUKA, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
May 16, 1986

*Lauren B Abramson
Yvette Fatima Adeosun
Peggy Ann Allen
Patricia Maria Andrews
Judith Rae Appel
Mary Elizabeth Baronovic
Katherine Ann Bayliff
Angela Renée Bedford
Martha Bogart Bohn
Sidi Nfansu Bojang
Elaine A Cairns
Verma L Chewe
Neal Patrick Drury
Michele Leigh Dugan-Day
Raymond T Fezzi
Jane R Furtner
Elizabet hot Sue Garner
Richard Glenn Goldstein
Michele Zabo Greengard
Carolyn Jane Gwaltney
Joanne P Herzberg
Larrea Hickey
Carol J Hummert
Shwu-Ling Jane
Jennifer Johnson
Donna Marie Kaczmarczyk
Barbara Kenworthy Kelley
Bruce Charles Klein
*Ellen L Kron
Lorraine Grier Langdon
Simon Wai-On Law
Barbara Merrill Lester
David Todd Lipson
Pamela Ann Loesing

David Joseph Thomas Malek
Steven Wayne Marks
Lenore Senk Martin
Dorothy Joan McMahon
Tyree Edward Miller
Montwedi Mokhurutshe
Janet Suzanne Monyak
Lee A Morrison
*Constance Ann Olson
Susan Elizabeth Pattison
Ruby Corolyn Peet
Cindy Beth Quart
Kathy York Randall
Michele Elise Reichlin
Kathleen M Ritchie
Martin A Saeman
Nancy Naomi Shindler
Laraine Silberstein
Tobi Don Silver
David Walter Singer
Kathy Jean Smith
Rita Tateel
Julie Wolff Tennill
Sharon Maglione Thomas
M Alice LoVan Tourville
*Jerilynn Diane Troxell
Regi Sara Varghese
Jane Ellen Walsma
Donald E Wesemann
Dawn Marie Williams
William Wing-Hong Wong
Sam G Wyss
Kalene Johnson Zerkel
December 20, 1985

Sau Wan Cheung
Rosalie Louise Cross
Jane Ellen McCuddy Culligan
Ruth Joanne Curtis
Patricia Kyle Dennis
Katherine R Downes
Terry William Hantack
Susan Carol Harnden
Ralpha J Hausmann
Deborah Quen Jenkins
Esther Mary LeDuc
Carol Jean LeFevre
Wai Fun Liu
Jean Ann Loar

Karen F MacCausland
Suzanne Doyle Maxson
Roselle F Mishow
Kim Renae Moeckel
Carole F Moore
Susan Elizabeth Morgan
Susan Foy O'Shaughnessy
Diane Phinney
John Patrick Reilly
Glenda Marie Taber
William Robert Tennill
On-Kee Angela Tsun
Anne Sau-Chun Wong

August 16, 1985

Robert William Butler
Lynn Cohen
Martha Nitcher Dodson
Sheri Dee Dougan
Pamela Louise Filip
Carol Ann Goodwin
Carla Grace-Merry
Kathleen Shearrer Henderson
Madeline Frances Krieg Davitz
Yael Lapidot

Clarice Elizabeth Mason
Lisa Mayer
Meera Parekh
Robyn Ann Pauli
Daniel Anthony Ricci
Patrick Michael Shanahan
Carol Diane Sullivan
Margaret Ellen Tehan
Sarah Wambsgans
Hela Yin-Che Yip

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Candidates Presented by
PHILIP D. SHELTON, J.D., Acting Dean
DOCTOR OF LAW
May 16, 1986

Torrance Bryson Abell, Jr.
*Lauren B Abramson
Peter Louis Albrecht
Marcia L Andersen
Steven Mitchell Arostey
Perry Dale Baird
Jill M Baran
Lee W Barron
James Patrick Barry
Robert John Bassett
Douglas Merrill Belofsky
Lauralyn G Bengel
Grace Christian Blaich
Edward Daniel Bohne
Brian David Bouquet
Christian Andre Bourgeaev
Eugene A Boyle
Terry Lynn Brown
James Gerard Buell
Sherri Clatt Caplan
*Marjorie Hope Carey

Peter Eric Carlson
David M Coffey
Nathan Scott Cohen
Amy Beth Corday
Charles William Courtney, Jr.
William Lennox Cronin
Cynthia Ann Day
Rick Nolan Diamond
Karin Gisela Diaz
James Dimos
W Gordon Dobie
Carla J Edwards-Ehlers
Richard Eugene Ehrlich
Laura A Erbs
Sharon E Ettleson
Kurt Jeffrey Faires
Mark David Farrell
Lawrence John Fey
Lawrence B Finn
Fredric David Firestone
Robert Alan Fishbein
Nancy Ann Taus
H Christine Taylor
Stephen John Tock
*Jerilynn Diane Troxell
Leslie Alan Ueoka
Susan Kay Vala
Peter Dunbar Van Cleve
Timothy Randall Van Valen
Dawn Ann Wallarab
Kimberly Ann Warnke

December 20, 1985

Katrina Carolyn Askew
Vickie Elaine Bannwart
David Bernhard
Birch Mahaffey Carpenter
Carol Fain Crosswell

*Patricia Marie Hannibal
Andrew Howard Koor
Deborah Levitin Markowitz
Charles Verne Marshall
Jeffrey Alan Robertson

August 16, 1985

Charles Kingsley Harris
Mildred A Motley

David Henry Wendt
Mary Lou West

June 14, 1985

Laura Ellen Sidel

MASTER OF LAWS

May 16, 1986

Kevin Patrick Buchanan
Robert L Finder, Jr.
Douglas D Hommert

Douglas Michael Pedersen
Frederic Samuel Schwartz

December 20, 1985

Ann Catherine Finney
David S Gonzzenbach

Edward Francis Reilly
Marc Leonard Sandberg

DOCTOR OF THE SCIENCE OF LAW

May 16, 1986

George Conner Thomas III

THE SCHOOL
OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
GEORGE DEVER SELFRIDGE, D.D.S., Dean

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

May 16, 1986

cum laude

Theodore Coatany Johnson
Stephen Elliott Ludwig

Lynnette Ann Nyberg
Siamak Veshkini

May 16, 1986

Robert Ernest Alcocer

Michael Albert Altergott
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Timothy Joel Arrington
Joan Diane Baisch
Sophia Bednarski
Behdad Behnia
Shirley Fay Bethel-Soppe
John Robert Blaich
Lisa Ann Block
Gary Neal Brenner
Stephen Edward Burgstaller
Jack Capodice, Jr.
Galen York Chee
George Russell Church
Gary Michael Cummings
Michael Brian Dietrich
Sarah Douglas
Russell John Duke
Jama Denice Egnatz
Ralph Peter Ergas
Mark Walfrid Ericsson
James Doyle Gentry
Rosanna Grubelich
Talva Troutt Grundstrom
Kim-Phung Thi Ha
Himawan Halim
Matthew David Haller
Glenn Stuart Hanada
Brian Phillip Hendrickson
Misako Hirot
Michael Warren Huey
Peter Francis Indzonka
Karen Kay Kaiser
Marc Russell Kamp

Joe Kent Kerby, Jr.
Gary Kent Lines
Joel Thomas Long
James Kellogg Martin
Kathleen Anne Mazure
Anne Stewart McDonald
Frank John Meier
Kevin Carroll Moss
Matthew Terrence Mulcahy
Carol Helen Naylor
Paul Roy Naylor
Scott Patrick O’Nele
Kenneth Mikio Ogawa
Gary Uichi Okamoto
Kevin Howard Otterson
Michael Kyriacou Papademetriou
William Henry Pond
Nicholas Charles Salvati
John Andrew Savage
Alan Boulware Schafer
Paul David Schwartzman
Konrad Leopold Spirk
Andrew John Susuki
James Hubert Thompson
Kevin Scott Torosian
John Robert Ulloa
Anthony Charles Van Soest
Jack Edwin Wolf
Martin David Wong
Kathleen Regina Woods
Mark Douglas Wright
Susan Mei-Lun Yu

December 20, 1985
Valerie Paris O’Bannon

August 16, 1985
Charles Edward Tilson

June 28, 1985
Michael John Hyneman
Scott Frederick Nolen

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ORTHODONTICS
August 16, 1985
Teresa Annemarie Salino-Hugg

June 28, 1985
Antonio Cucalon III
Alex Joseph Johnson
Karsang Hermann Lee

Dwight Allyn Miller
Richard James Nissen

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY
May 16, 1986
Abidhusein Fakrudin Bhaiji

Judith Anne Ross
June 28, 1985
Abdulla Elgharib Abdel Kader Mohammed

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Candidates Presented by
MORRIS KENTON KING, M.D., Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 16, 1986
Margaret Mitchell Alves
Susan G Balz
Patricia Ann Carroll
Jana Leigh Cooksey
Debra Jane Datuin
Mary Beth Dressing
Kathleen Marie Fagan
Victoria Lynn Fratus
Teresa Kay Geils
Renée Patricia Graham

Beth Alyssie Haiken
Ellen Kay Jennings
Lisa Ann Jost
Venetia Kritikos
Beth Ann Oppenheim
Todd Alan Pratt
Myra Denova Ripley
Lisa Diane Stokoe
Kelley Michelle Walsh

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

August 16, 1985
Katherine Ann Burson
Joan Goodwin Kneedler

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

December 20, 1985
Janet R Dennis
Timothy Joseph Anthony Hubbard

Mark J Spalter

October 12, 1985
summa cum laude
Susan Jean Berres
Sarah Lynn Kesler Burton
Karen L Finehout

Elizabeth Whittington Maynard
Maureen Therese Traxler

magna cum laude
Lori Steinberg

cum laude
Carol Rene Eldridge
Christine Elizabeth Haag
Sandra Lynn Hornfeck

Patricia Lou Kohne
Shih-Ru Shelia Lee
Shari Lynn Works

October 12, 1985
Julie Ann Baclene
Tina Marie Brooks
Theresa Marie Buscher

Jack Joe Carmichael
Carol Ann Courtney
Eugene Willard DesLauriers
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Jay Eric Diamond  
Janet Louise Dinger  
Natalie M Doi  
Carol Lynn Enkoji  
Pamela Jo Evans  
Safia Dawood Fatakawala  
Laura Ann Groenewegen  
Rhea Beth Jacobson  
Daniel John Janik  
Karen Elizabeth Jones  
Deborah Lee Kauders  
Tracy Ann Lauer  
Joseph Mark McKown  
Julianna Carol Ossman  
Cheryl Ann Parsons  
H Pamela Pilcher  
Laura Lee Roach  
Mary Katherine Rockenmeyer  
Dennis Dale Roth  
Katherine Marie Stoehr  
Richard William Wager  
Theodore L Washburne  
Laura Jean Weyand

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION  
May 16, 1986

Amy Zadeik Anderson  
Patricia Bates  
Mark F Berlin  
*Marjorie Hope Carey  
Robert Young Copeland, Jr.  
Ashby Trice Gibbons III  
Marilyn Judi Gruen  
Debra Ann Halladay  
Timothy S Heinze  
Rosemary T Holliday  
Sharon Marie Kantor  
Robert Neal Klein  
Rebecca June Knight  
Rose Valerie Knowles  
James David Lawing  
Mark Stephen Leitner  
James E Lyons, Jr.  
William Brent McCaleb  
Margaret A Militzer  
*Thomas Bruce Moser  
Carol Ann Norris  
William Robert Renwick  
Lisa Joan Rubenstein  
Somchat Sirisujin  
JaNeene Louise Skogman  
Dale Samuel St. Arnold  
Rebecca Ann Kreps Susic  
Gregory Allan Walters  
Tana Rae Wolfe-Mason

December 20, 1985

John Penn Krause  
Robert Wayne Pritts  
Martha Ann Stude

August 16, 1985

Linda Lee Muchisky

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE  
May 16, 1986

Carl Edward Allen  
Allan David Anderson  
Cynthia L Anderson  
Steven Lee Anolik  
Matthew Arthur Arquette  
Trevor Charles Axford  
Jeffrey Andrew Barteau  
Marissa Ramos Bartlett  
Nancy Lee Bartlett  
Mark Edward Belew  
Steven Louis Bello  
Robert Louis Bennett, Jr.  
Carl Lansing Berg  
Lawrence Russell Bergman  
Christopher Kenneth Bodine  
David Peter Boggs  
Waldo P Bracy, Jr.  
Edward Otto Buschmiller  
Paul Edward Buse  
Peter Walter Bushunow  
Michelle Rae Butzer  
David Joseph Callahan  
Donald Phillip Carter  
Anita Margaret Cave  
*Andrew Chee-Yuen Chan  
Michael Louis Cher  
Hitesh Ramesh Chokshi  
Michael Wayne Christensen  
Ian Christoph  
Charalabos Spyridon Chryssikopoulos  
Michael Robert Clark  
Wilson Martindale Compton III
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Ashi Rasik Daftary
Steven Michael Dawson
Judith Ann Dibble
Gregory John Diehl
James Warren Donnelly
Lyn Stuart McDivitt Duncan
Dallas Don Erdmann
Bradley Alan Evanoff
Allen Maurice Evans
Kathy Lynn Faber-Langendoen
Kirsten Elisabeth Fleischmann
John Ernest Frattini
Maureen Jane Frikke
James Michael Goldring
Michael Kenneth Gornet
Robert Bryan Gravellne
Fredric Jay Gross
Rachel Freda Haft
Kathleen Marie Hanlon
Laurel Jean Harkness
Baron Dwayne Harper
Robert James Hayashi
Daniel Herz Hechtman
Bruce Aaron Herman
Michael Dingwha Ho
David Alan Johnson
Jeffrey Brian Judd
William Hyatt Julien
Renée Janelle Kanan
Sharon Lynn Karp
Nina Miller Kiekhaefer
Donald Mark Kirkpatrick
Michele Dee-Hwa Koo
Michael Stanton Korenfeld
Mark Charles Kory
Wenzel Daniel Kovarik
Ajith Gangadhar Kumar
*Leslie Mark Lang
Juanita Stumpp Loftus
Kenneth Samuel Lown
John R Lubben
Anthony Ray McCloud
Margaret Ellen McCracken
Timothy James McDonnell
James Edward McFeely IV
Jerry Alan Menikoff
*Marek Alexander Mirski
Jean Pappas Molleston
Michael Choate Molleston
Curtis Morrison
*Raoul Devin Nelson
John Richard Nordlund
Rebecca Davis Peck
Michael Jonathan Potter
John Clark Powell
Michael Edward Presti
Phillip Neil Rauk
Tom E Reinsel
Gordon H Robinson
Bradley Scott Roter
Andrew McCown Rouse
James Anthony Schiro
Troy Gene Scroggins, Jr.
*Michael Van Seiden
Steven Miller Shields
Charles Derek Sims
Daniel Paul Slawski
Brian David Smith
Eric Eugene Stevens
Mitchell Brent Strominger
Susan Leslie Sullivan
*Ted Bjorn Usdin
Paul Stuart Weisman
Orval Clark West
Alison Jean Whelan
*David Brian Wilson
Douglas Stephen Winter
Robert Keith Wolverton
James Shih-Kong Wu
Jaehyun Yang
Judith Lynn Zier

November 18, 1985
Timothy William Frost
June 28, 1985
Sheryl Ann Spitzer
June 14, 1985
Gregory Clayton Randle
May 31, 1985
Bill Bates Daily, Jr.
Regina Ann Kreisle
Page Armand Smith
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PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

ETHAN A. H. SHEPLEY AWARD

In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University Community.

Edwin Keith Burkett, Ralph Gonzales, Maureen Marguerite Keyes, David H Levy, Thomas John Peckham, Leslie Ann Peters

W. ALFRED HAYES AWARD

In recognition of student-athletes who by personal example have provided constructive leadership at Washington University.

Kathleen Marie Fagan, Thomas John Ogorzalek

A. GWENDOLYN DREW AWARD

In recognition of students with superior academic standing who have contributed positively to varsity athletics.

Matthew Lawrence Green, Anita Jean Holtz

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Admussen Prize, Katharine Alice Welle
Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship:
  In Political Science, Michael David Rosenthal
In Speech and Hearing, Amy Curtis Ivey, Ann Faith Russell
David Bronsen Book Prize, David Michael Wilson Askins, Joy Phillipa Eckert
The Sherman Eoff Prize for Excellence in Spanish, Andrea Lee Zweig
Margaret Ewing Prize, Lawrence Chapin Fish
Todd Lewis Friedman Prize, Andrea Cornelia Friedrich
  J. Walter Goldstein Prize in History, Sarah Simrall Cover
Roger Conant Hatch Poetry Prize, Michael Andrew Winston
John G Jutkowitz Memorial Fund Prize, Susan Chandler Hinckley
Arnold J Lien Prize in Political Science, Andrew Warren McCune
Ernest L Ohle Award in Earth Sciences, Jeffery Charles Seitz
John M Olin Prize for Excellence in Economics, Timothy Aaron Waidmann
Pi Mu Epsilon and Ross Middlemiss Prize, David Michael Askins
Putnam Exam Prize, Kenneth Edward Newman
Paul Robeson Award, Patrick Barnard Hill, Diane LaVerne White
John C. Sowden Prize in Chemistry, John Patrick Carey, John Edward Pantano
Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology, Hui-Kuo George Shu
Harrison Dailey Stalker Prize, John Patrick Carey
Tavenner Prize in Classics, Leonard C Bailey, Jr.
Jinx Walker Poetry Prize of the Academy of American Poets, Marjorie Herweg Stelmach
Courtney Werner Memorial Prize in Earth Sciences, Paul Ted Doughty
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Certificate Honors

Molly J Malone

Dean’s Award for Academic Excellence, Linda Lou Osborne
Dean’s Award for University Service, Kathryn Lippert-Nitke

Final Honors

Patricia Rose Burnett
Lois Evelyn Clay
Tracey Howell Collins
Phyllis Marie Hyman
Susan Pierce Keck

Mary Ann Ohms
Linda Lou Osborne
Jolee René Plaggenburg
Douglas Ervin Reed
Lynn Kathryn Wesselmann
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

R Scott Allen
  The Spirit of Saint Louis Scholarship
Douglas Clayton Barr
  MORTAR BOARD—National Honorary for Seniors
Kay Ellen Berra
  The Bernice Serenco Chod Memorial Scholarship
Laura Lee Binder
  The Sho-Hsien Tao Memorial Scholarship
David Jennings Bird
  The Class of 1981 Scholarship
  The Class of 1982 Scholarship
Miriam Ellen Bleadon
  The Dean's Honorary Scholarship
  The Erwin E. Bloss Memorial Scholarship
  The Russell R. Pfeiffer Memorial Scholarship
Richard Lee Blecha, Jr.
  The ESF Scholarship
Natalie Marie Bohlman
  The John E. Flynn Memorial Scholarship
  The Hercules Construction Company Scholarship
James Joseph Callahan
  The Raymond R. Tucker Memorial Scholarship
Michael Center
  The Dean's Award for Exceptional Academic Achievement
  The National American Institute of Chemical Engineers Outstanding Sophomore Award
  The Women's Auxiliary of the Missouri Society of Engineers Scholarship Award
Gregory Alan Chrzanowski
  The Frederick Pitzman Memorial Scholarship
Debra Ann Chun
  The Hermann F. Spoehrer Scholarship
Myra Rhonita Coffman
  The Horner and Shifrin Scholarship
Megan Teresa Connell
  The Petrolite Corporation Scholarship
Robert Glenn Daily
  The Chevron Scholarship
  The Antoinette Frances Dames Award
Frederick Thane De Weese
  The Harold P. Brown Fellowship
Francis Lawrence Decker
  The SEMCOR Scholarship
Gary Dostourian
  The William Tao Scholarship
William Fellows Dumluer
  The Washington University Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics, Chapter Award in Applied Mathematics
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Andrew David Ethridge
The Roy S. Glasgow Scholarship

Thomas J Feichtinger
The Comer Louis Evans Scholarship

Abdelkader Ferhi
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence

Kevin R Fenster
The Computer Science Departmental Award for Contributions to the Student Chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery

Otto Charles Gaus
The Carboline Company Scholarship

David Joseph Gesswein
The Computer Science Departmental Award for Professional Excellence

Matthew Lawrence Green
The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship

Jennifer Lynn Grimsley
The David E. Gers Memorial Scholarship

Jean Louise Harker
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence

The Herman F. Spoehrer Scholarship
The Fred Weber Sr. Memorial Scholarship
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

Timothy Jon Havighurst
The Harold and Millie Guller Scholarship

Creig Norman Houghtaling
The Peter A Puleo Scholarship

Kurtis Loran Hunter
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

Victoria Susan Inouye
The Saint Louis Section, American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Senior Meritorious Achievement Award

Matthew Joseph
The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Scholarship

Sharon Hadassah Kamin
The SEMCOR Scholarship
The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Scholarship

Neophytos A Karamanos
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award

Martin James Kessell
The ESF Scholarship
The Herbert R. Grumann Scholarship

Hershel Alan Kleinberg
The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship

Cathy Sue Lamb
The Dow Corning Corporation Scholarship

William Glenn Leppo
The Saint Louis Section, American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Outstanding Senior Achievement Award
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honorary for Seniors
The Dow Chemical Company Outstanding Junior Chemical Engineering Award
The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship

Charles Alan Lerner
The Ingersoll-Rand Scholarship
The Mechanical Engineering Departmental Joseph P. Razek Prize
David H. Levy  
The Allison Prize  
The Electrical Engineering Departmental Outstanding Senior Award  

Michael Allen Matchett  
The Hermann F. Spoehr Scholarship  
The Eugene W. Lohman Scholarship  

Mary Jo McClelland  
The Ralph L. Gray Memorial Scholarship  

James Timothy Merlo  
The Robert R. Waites Scholarship  

Margaret Lewis Miller  
The John J. Summersby Memorial Scholarship  
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honorary for Seniors  
The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship  

CHIMES—Leadership Honorary for Juniors  

James Burton Monroe  
The Gloria and Rubin Feldman Scholarship  

Gregory Stanton Moore  
The ESF Scholarship  

Kathleen M. Peter  
Saint Louis Chapter, American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and  
Air Conditioning Engineers Scholarship Award  
The Robert R. Waites Scholarship  

Tracy Louise Rainwater  
The Arthur R. Elsperman Scholarship  
The Hercules Construction Company Scholarship  

Monia Rais  
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for  
Exceptional Academic Excellence  
The Civil Engineering Departmental Outstanding Junior Award  

Alfonso Rivera Jr.  
The William R. Benson Memorial Scholarship  

Andrea Lynne Rubin  
The Robert W. Otto Scholarship  

Kim Antoinette Scales  
The General Motors Scholarship  

John Edward Schiermeier  
The Dean’s Award for Exceptional Academic Achievement  
The Erwin C. Hoelscher American Society of Mechanical Engineering  
Outstanding Senior Award  
The Gustav K. Mesmer Memorial Scholarship  
The Antoinette Frances Daines Award  
The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship  

Steve James Schmadeke  
The William C. E. Becker Memorial Scholarship  

Carl Schoedel  
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic  
Excellence  
The Civil Engineering Departmental Award for Outstanding Junior  
The Thomas C. Dunne Scholarship  

Randy S. Scholl  
The August and Ruth Homeyer Scholarship  
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John Charles Schroeder
  The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship
Evren Senol
  MORTAR BOARD—National Honorary for Senior
Brian Howard Sher
  The Chevron Scholarship
  MORTAR BOARD—National Honorary for Senior
Gail R Sherman
  The American Telephone and Telegraph Company Award
  The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship
Mark Alan Silverberg
  THURTENE—Leadership Honorary for Juniors
  The Saint Louis Section of the Society of Automotive Engineers
  Outstanding Student Award
  OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honorary for Seniors
Edward Keith Simpson
  The Bussmann Manufacturing McGraw-Edison Scholarship
Benjamin Joshua Slocumb
  The American Telephone and Telegraph Information Systems Laboratories Award
Rene Darlene Smith
  The Western Electric Company Scholarship
  The NACME Scholarship
Stephen Eric Sorensen
  The Hermann F. Spoehrer Scholarship
  The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship
Brett Donald Steinbrueck
  The Marchand-Gillespie Scholarship
Daniel Wray Sutton
  The Joe and Betty Serenco Memorial Scholarship
  THURTENE—Leadership Honorary for Juniors
Steven Craig Swope
  The Computer Science Departmental Award for Academic Excellence
James Conrad Washek
  The Corrigan Brothers Scholarship
Duncan C Weir
  The American Telephone and Telegraph Information Systems Award
  The SEMCOR Scholarship
Brenda Marie Westbrook
  The Joseph B. Wyman Scholarship
Edwin J Wild
  The Class of 1980 Scholarship
Paulithia Renee Williams
  The Class of 1980 Scholarship
Nancy Darlene Windes
  The Daniel Broida Memorial Scholarship
Joseph Phillip Wojtal
  The Saint Louis Electrical Board Award
  The Society of Military Engineers’ Senior Award
  The Society of Military Engineers’ Junior Award
Michael Ernst Woolsey
  The Building Environmental Systems Scholarship
Jason Drew Zions
  The Alexander S. Langsdorf Fellowship
THE SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Certificate Honors

Alan Robert Barker
Patricia S Brown
Frederick M Cornell

William D Henry
Oliver Charles Ringling, Jr.
Sophit Rumpradit

Final Honors

Ivan C Alicea
Craig Eugene Clausen
Robert William Danson
Debra Lee Dildine
Sallie Jean Ewen
Jeanne Marie Hanisch
Linda M Hardin
Steve Lee Herrington
Mary Talbot Hetlage
Denise Rebecca Hirschbeck
Theresa Ann Hohenberger
Dennis Craig Kleine
Dan L Koeppel
Wai Yin Lai
John Lung-Hong Lee

Thomas B Maue, Jr.
Jeffery Thomas Meyer
Gerard Joseph O’Donnell
Robin D Orr
Robert Leland Parson
Christine Ann Prager
Gary F Puellmann
Frank William Seavitte
Jan Kay Sidberry
Gerlean Smith
Susan Ellen Snow
Darrell Lee Sprick
Alain Francois Steinbrecher
Timothy Roy Thorman
Monica Trikha

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Alpha Rho Chi Award, Daniel Kohs
American Institute of Architects Medal, David R Buckley
Certificate of Merit, Marianne Rhoda Lau
Association of Women in Architecture and Allied Arts, Heidi Dellafera Eagleton
School of Architecture Faculty Award to Outstanding Undergraduate, Eric Theodore Red
Frederick Widmann Prize in Architecture, David R Buckley
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THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
AND THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Advertising Club of St. Louis Award, Rosalind S Hibbs
Financial Executives Institute Award, Maureen Marguerite Keyes
Max A Hayutin Honorary Award, Karen D Byers
John Wayne Latchum Memorial Award, Patricia Anne Geyer
Lindell Trust Company Prize in Banking and Finance, Lobna M Hamada
Isidor Loeb Leadership Prize, Stuart Ira Kerr
MBA Scholar Award, Joseph Philip Cagney, Thomas Rodgers Sonderegger
Missouri Society of CPA's Award, Bradley Donald Schiel
Hiram W Neuwohner Prize, Thomas Rodgers Sonderegger
Tartarian-Phillips Award, Cynthia Louise Diedrich
Wall Street Journal Award, Joseph Philip Cagney, Andrew W Mulconner
Beta Gamma Sigma Initiates . . . Undergraduates: Michael Aaron Brown,
Scott Douglas Cohen, Marita Ann Drayson,
Linda C Fox, Lobna M Hamada, Claire Elise Hack,
Stuart Ira Kerr, Maureen Marguerite Keyes,
Sheri Miriam Landsman, Michael David Love,
Trisha O'Downey, Vicki Esther Schack,
Bradley Donald Schiel, Michael Lee Soete

MBA's: Theodore Ernest Anastas, Jr., Roxie Baccus, Kevin Wallace Barrett,
Carin Elizabeth Blomquist, Pamela Dellette Bloodgood, Anne Elizabeth Brock,
Joseph Philip Cagney, William L DeFer, Cynthia Louise Diedrich,
Lawrence Nelson Doreson, Colleen Marie Dusek, Michael Paul Edwards,
Charles Russell Eggert, Karen S Gedera, Patricia Anne Geyer,
Joel Monte Greengard, Raymond William Grunder, Michael Charles Haughey,
Rosalind S Hibbs, Patricia Ann Hill, Allan Jay Kalb, Cynthia Carol Kloepper,
David Loeb, Jane Shapleigh Mackey, Richard Francis Manning,
Katherine Garcia Mazzuckelli, Gwen M McClellan, Peter M McHugh
Dominic Gregory Mendosa, Alan J Mindlin, David Herman Orf, Andrew M Rosen,
Adrienne Lynn Rusbarsky, Brian Howard Sher, Thomas Rodgers Sonderegger,
Charles Edgar Suyo, Nicholas Tsangaris, Barbara Boehm Winters, Roger Alan Young

High Honors

Scott Douglas Cohen
Marita Ann Drayson
Claire Elise Hack
Lobna M Hamada
Maureen Marguerite Keyes
Andrew W Mulconner
Bradley Donald Schiel
Michael Lee Soete

Honors

Elizabeth Sylvia Brotherson
Michael Aaron Brown
Eric A Clauson
Linda C Fox
Stuart Ira Kerr
Timothy Patrick Kickham
Sheri Miriam Landsman
James Joseph Lochner
Michael David Love
Kevin Dewitt May
David Michael Porras
Vicki Esther Schack
Steven David Tillem
Neil Marshall Yaris
Andrea Lee Zweig
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Grace M Bell Art Scholarship Award, Dana Lynn Zager
Marsha Hertzman Blasingame Prize in Printmaking, Angela Gay Vanarsdall
Thomas R Blow Scholarship Award, Michael Joseph Caito, Kathleen M Fitt, Frank Steve Sipos
Belle Cramer Award in Printmaking, Dana Lynn Zager
Helen Fabish Memorial Scholarship in Sculpture, Frank Steve Sipos
William Fett Drawing Prize, Meredith Lynn Nieves
Mary Cowan Hartford Prize in Watercolor, Michelle Kyongsun Min
Betty Lowe Scholarship Fund, Meredith Lynn Nieves
Eliza McMillian Award, Michael Thomas Bodlovich, Nicholas Miles Kahn, Richard David Selesnick
Yale-Norfolk Scholarship, Ann Akimi Lofquist
Carolyn Janis Risque Award in Sculpture, Gary W Golden
Julia Mary & Charlotte Elizabeth Secor Award, Mark Andrew Freiman, Steffon Colin Moody, Dana Lynn Zager
Helen Wolff Shops Prize in Fashion Design, Angela Gay Vanarsdall
John T Milliken Sinking Scholarship Award, Jay Alan Babcock, Michael Joseph Caito, Kathleen M Fitt, Matthew Aloysius Fitzgerald, Mark Andrew Freiman, Ann Akimi Lofquist, Frank Steve Sipos, Kimberly Carmel Yourick
Irving L Sorger Memorial Scholarship in Fashion Design, Kathleen M Fitt
Edmund Henry Wuerpel Scholarship, Nicholas Miles Kahn, Ann Akimi Lofquist, Monica Lee Mason

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Jane Addams Fellowship, Robyn Ann Pauli
Frank J Bruno Fellowship, Constance Ann Olson
William Willard Burke Scholarship, Jane Ellen McCuddy Culligan
Dean’s Fellowship, Katherine Ann Bayliff, Sheri Dee Dougan
Mahatma Gandhi Fellowship, Sidi Nyansu Bojang
Helen E Hayden Scholarship, Katherine R Downes, Lorraine Grier Langdon
Holloway Scholarship, Janet Suzanne Monyak
JCCA Trustees Community Achievement Award, Lorraine Grier Langdon
Martin Luther King, Jr. Fellowship, Carol Jean LeFevre
P Dorriee Pirtle Scholarship, Susan Elizabeth Morgan
David Rabinovitz Fellowship, Lisa Mayer
Mary Richmond Fellowship, Pamela Ann Loesing
Joseph H and Florence Roblee Social Service Scholarship Award, Dawn Marie Williams
Alfred V Taylor Fellowship, Deborah Quen Jenkins
Richard Titmuss Scholarship, Lauren B Abramson
Benjamin E Youngdahl Fellowship, Patricia Maria Andrews, Jerilynn Diane Troxell
THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Alumni Association Prize, JoAnne Levy
American Bar Association Section of Urban, State and Local Government Law Prize
Land Law Use: James Michael Wasserman
State and Local Government: Vickie Elaine Bannwart
BNA Law Student Award, Laura Lee Gaston
Judge Samuel M Breckinridge Prize
First Prize, Linda Comeil Hermann
Second Prize, Grace Christian Blaich
The Breckinridge Scholarship Prize,
First Prize, Roger Michael Herman
Second Prize, Laura Lee Gaston
Charles Wendell Carnahan Prize, Laura Lee Gaston
Dan Carter-Earl Tedrow Memorial Award, Rosemary Podrebarac
Corpus Juris Secundum, JoAnne Levy
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award, Harry Manuel Haytayan, Jr.
The Jack Garden Humanitarian Award, Rosemary Podrebarac
The Philip Gallop Award, Brian Robert Lowry
Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize, JoAnne Levy
Hornbook Award, JoAnne Levy
Judge Myron D. Mills Administrative Law Award, Stephen R Roberti
National Mock Trial Competition, Harry Manuel Haytayan, Jr.,
David Michael Kenyon, Mark Andrew Lynch, Nancy Beth Stenn, Shelly Lane Woodward
National Client Counseling Competition, Lee W Barron, Grace Christian Blaich
Judge Amandus Brackman Moot Court Prize, Fredric David Firestone, Steven Michael Stone
Milton F Napier Trial Award, Mark Andrew Lynch
The Order of Barristers: Peter Louis Albrecht, Marcia L Andersen, Grace Christian Blaich, Fredric David Firestone, Kurt Leon Hellmann, Linda C Herman, Brian David Klar, Mark Andrew Lynch, Steven Lloyd Manchel, Alan Joseph Schmitz, Edward Jay Smith, Nancy Beth Stenn, Steven Michael Stone
Scribes: Alexander H Gillespie

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

The Academy of Dentistry for the Handicapped, Nicholas Charles Salvati
Academy of General Dentistry Award, Nicholas Charles Salvati
The Academy of Operative Dentistry Award, Michael Kyriacou Papademetriou
Alpha Omega Award, Stephen Elliott Ludwig
Alpha Omega Certificate Award, Gary Neal Brenner
American Academy of Dental Radiology Certificate, Michael Warren Huey
American Academy of Gold Foil Operators Certificate, Glenn Stuart Hanada
American Academy of Oral Medicine Award, Anne Stewart McDonald
American Academy of Oral Pathology, Jack Capodice, Jr.
American Academy of Periodontology Award, Gary Neal Brenner
American Association of Endodontists Certificate, Mark Walfrid Ericsson
American Association of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons Award, Jack Capodice, Jr.
American Association of Orthodontists Award, Stephen Elliott Ludwig
American Association of Women Dentists, Kathleen Regina Woods
American Dental Society of Anesthesiology, Gary Kent Lines
American Society of Dentistry for Children Award, Shirley Fay Bethel-Soppet,
Gary Uichi Okamoto
Richard Bengel Acknowledgment Award for Crown and Bridge,
Mark Walfrid Ericsson
Richard Bengel Acknowledgment Award for Periodontics, Michael Warren Huey
Otto Brandhorst Leadership Award, Nicholas Charles Salvati
Anna Bredall Awards—Kevin Howard Otteson
Mark Douglas Wright
Delta Sigma Delta Award, Michael Kyriacou Papademetriou
Delta Sigma Delta Scholarship Cash Award, Stephen Elliott Ludwig
Dentsply International Merit Award, Kevin Howard Otteson
Pierre Fauchard Academy Award, Andrew John Susuki
Edward R Hart Award, Mark Walfrid Ericsson
International College of Dentists Award, Nicholas Charles Salvati
Ishiyaku EuroAmerica Publishers Inc., Award, Theodore Coatany Johnson
W. E. Koch, Jr. Award Jana Denice Egnatz
The C.V. Mosby Awards: Orthodontics, Mark Douglas Wright
Removable Prosthodontics, Konrad Leopold Spirk
Surgery, Jack Capodice, Jr.
National Board Awards: Highest Overall Average Part I—Siamak Veshkini
Highest Overall Average Part II—Alan Boulware
Highest Individual Score Part I—Siamak Veshkini
Highest Individual Score Part II—Jack Capodice, Jr.
Quintessence Awards: Research Achievement—Sarah Douglas
Clinical Achievement in Restorative Dentistry—Lynnette Ann Nyberg
Clinical Achievement in Periodontics—Siamak Veshkini
Washington University Dental Alumni Association Prize, Stephen Elliott Ludwig
J.D. White Award, Michael Kyriacou Papademetriou
Xi Psi Phi Scholarship Award, Lynnette Ann Nyberg
Omicron Kappa Upsilon, Jack Capodice, Jr., Ralph Peter Ergas, Gary Kent Lines,
Stephen Elliott Ludwig, Lynnette Ann Nyberg, Michael Kyriacou Papademetriou,
Alan Boulware Schafer, Andrew John Susuki, Sigmak Veshkini

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

Final Honors

Amy Zadeik Anderson
Ashby Trice Gibbons III

Tana Rae Wolf-Mason
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize, Charalabos Spyridon Chrysikopoulos
American Medical Women’s Association, Inc., Scholarship Achievement Citations, Nancy Lee Bartlett, Rachel Freda Haft, Jean Pappas Molleston
Alexander Berg Prize in Microbiology and Immunology, Michael Van Seiden
Jacques J Bronfenbrenner Award, Jean Pappas Molleston
Richard S Brookings Medical School Award, Steven Miller Shields
Robert Carter Medical School Award, Ian Christoph
I hiyako EuroAmerica, Inc. Book Prize, Michael Edward Presti
George F Gill Prize in Pediatrics, Jean Pappas Molleston
Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest, Charalabos Spyridon Chrysikopoulos
John E Kirk Scholastic Award, Charalabos Spyridon Chrysikopoulos
Louis and Dorothy Kovitz Senior Award in Surgery, Bradley Alan Evanoff
Lange Medical Publication Award, Fredric Jay Gross, Judith Lynn Zier
Irwin Levy Prize in Neurology and Neurosurgical Surgery, Rachel Freda Haft
Edward Massie Prize for Excellence in Cardiology, Rachel Freda Haft
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine, Paul Edward Buse
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery, Daniel Paul Slawski
Merck Manual Award, Kirsten Elisabeth Fleischmann, Jerry Alan Menikoff, Rebecca Davis Peck
Missouri State Medical Association Award, Nancy Lee Bartlett, Daniel Herz Hechtman, Orval Clark West
C.V. Mosby Book Awards, Trevor Charles Axford, David Alan Johnson, David Brian Wilson
St. Louis Internist’s Club Award, Andrew Chee-Yuen Chan
St. Louis Pediatric Society Prize, Wenzel Daniel Kovarik
Sandoz Award in Psychiatry, Ted Bjorn Usdin
Sidney I Schwab Prize in Psychiatry, Wilson Martindale Compton III
John R Smith Memorial Fund Award, Alison Jean Whelan
Samuel D Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Ashi Rasik Daftary
Upjohn Achievement Award, Gordon H Robinson
Samson F Wennerman Prize in Surgery, Eric Eugene Stevens
James Henry Yalem Prize in Dermatology, James Anthony Schiro
Elisabeth L Demonchaux Prize in Pediatrics, Michelle Rae Butzer
Max and Evelyn Grand Prize, John Richard Nordlund
COMMISSIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The following candidates will be commissioned by
Lieutenant Colonel Frederick W. McCoy, Jr., United States Army,
Professor of Military Science.

UNITED STATES ARMY
Issued by the Secretary of the Army
SECOND LIEUTENANT, REGULAR ARMY

*William Curtis Dowdy

SECOND LIEUTENANT, ARMY RESERVE

*Bevan Benjamin
*Tomas Alius Dundzila
Timothy Steward Ecöff
Vincent Joseph Geraci
Carl Edward Henry

*Distinguished Military Graduate (Army)

Army commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Graham Chapel at 2:00 p.m.,
May 16, 1986. The public is invited to attend.

The following candidates will be commissioned by Colonel Raymond P. Massie, Jr.,
United States Air Force, Detachment 207 Commander

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Issued by the Secretary of the Air Force
SECOND LIEUTENANT, AIR FORCE RESERVE

Edwin Keith Burkett
Steven Jude Koeneker
Karyn Marie Leary
Penny Jo McCarty
Michael Henry Murphy
Kathleen Lynn Vaughn

Frederick Eugene Webb
Thomas Christopher White
John Curtis Witt
Joseph Phillip Wojtal
Paul Steven Zeigler

Air Force commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Cupples II, Room 215
at 1:00 p.m. on May 16, 1986. In the event of rain, the ceremony will be held at
1:30 p.m. The public is invited to attend.
Presentation Receptions

Immediately following the Commencement Exercises, the deans of the various divisions will be holding a series of receptions when diplomas will be individually distributed. Brunch will be available for members of the graduating class, their families and friends.

The College of Arts and Sciences
The area on the north side of Graham Chapel—in the event of rain, Holmes Lounge

The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
Women's Building Lounge

University College
Southeast Terrace of Brookings Hall—in the event of rain, January Hall, Room 110

The School of Engineering and Applied Science
The lawn south of Lopata—in the event of rain, Lopata Gallery

The School of Architecture
Givens Hall

The School of Business and Public Administration and the Graduate School of Business Administration
Diploma ceremony—Field House, Athletic Complex
Reception—Foyer and Courtyard of John E Simon Hall

The School of Fine Arts
Steinberg Auditorium

The George Warren Brown School of Social Work
Brown Auditorium and Brown Lounge

The School of Law
Graham Chapel and the Seeley G Mudd Informal Lounge

The School of Dental Medicine
The Breckenridge Frontenac Hotel

The Program in Occupational Therapy
Diploma ceremony—Umrah Hall
Reception—4567 Scott Avenue

The Health Administration Program
Moore Auditorium on the Medical School Campus

The School of Medicine
The Chase Hotel
THE ALMA MATER

Dear Alma Mater, Thy name is sweet to me.
Those days of youth which All of us spent with thee

Our hearts are all for thee Fair Washington.
Form a dear history, Fair Washington.

Thy halls shall honored be Throughout this great country
Could they renewed be, We'd live our days with thee

For all eternity, Our Washington.
For all eternity, Our Washington.